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INTRODUCTION

The creation
of the Working Group on Indigmous
Popul,ations was proposed
1.
by the Sub-Commission on Prevmtion
of Discrimination
and Protec~tion of
Minorities
in its resolution
2 (XXXIV) of 8 September 1981, endorsed by the
Comission
on &man Rights in its resolution
1982/19 of 10,March 1982. and
authoriced
by the Economic and Social Council in its resolution
1982/34 of
7 May 1982. In that resolution
the Council authorired
the Sub-Cornneission
to
establish
annually
a working group to meet in order to:
(a) Review davelopnmts
pertaining
to the promotion and protection
of
human rights and fundamental
freedoms of indigmous
peoples, including
information
requested by the Secretary-Gmeral
annually from Governments.
specialised
agmcies,
regional
intergovernmental
orgmizations
and
non-governmental
organisations
in consultative
status, particularly
those of
indigenous
peoples,
to analyse such materials,
and to submit its conclusions
to the Sub-Commission,
bearing in mind the final
report of the Special
Rapporteur
of the Sub-Cosseission,
Mr. Jose R. Martinez Cobo, on the Study of
the Problem of Discrimination
against Indigenous
Populations
(E/CN.AISub.2/1986/7
and Add.l-4);
,(b) Give special attmtion
rights of indigmous
peoples,
differmces
in the situation8
the world.

to the evolution
of standards
concerning
the
taking account of both the similarities
and the
and aspirations
of indigmous
peoples throughout

2.
In addition
to the review of developments
and the evolution
of
international
stmdards
which are separate items on the Working Group’s
agmda, the Group has over the years considered a number of other iesues
relating
to indigmous
rights.
Reports by the Special Rapportcur
of the
Sub-Commission,
Mr. Mignel Alfonao Martines,
on the study of treaties,
agreemmts md other constructive
arrmgemmts
betwem States and indigenous
peoples are thus a separate item on the agenda.
The Comission
on Human
Rights,
in resolution
1990/62, has also authorised
the Working Group and the
Sub-Conmission
to consider ways and eems of broadming
the scope and
activities
of the United Nations Voluntary
Fund for. Indigmous
Populations,
and to submit
ret ommacndations to the Comission
at its forty-seventh
session.

in the a+nsion
By decision
1989/113 of 1 September 1989. the Sub-Cormeission decided on
the following
composition
of the Working Group at its eighth session:
Mr. Miguel Alfonso Martinez,
Ms. Judith
Sefi Attah, Ms. Erica-Irene
A. Daes.
Mr. Ribot
liatmo,
md Mr. Dmilo Tiirk.
In the absmce of Ms. Attah, the
outgoing Chairman of the Sub-Coseeission in consultation
with the members of
the Working’Group
appointed
Ms. Christy Mbonu, the alternate
of Ms. Attah on
the Sub-Comission,
to serve on the Group at its eighth session.
3.

4.
The session was attmded
Ms. Mbonu and Mr. Tiirk.

by Mr. Alfonso

Martines.

Ms. Daes. Mr. Hatano,
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The following
States Members of the United Nations
were represented by
ObseKVeKS: Argentina, Australia,
Bangladesh. BKazil,
Canada, Cuba, Cyprus.
Denmark, El Salvador, Finland, France. Greece, Guatemala, India, Indonesia,
Japan, MYMIII~K, New Zealand, Nigeria. Norway. Peru, the Philippines,
Portugal,
Senegal, Sri Lanka. Sweden, the Uniou of Soviet Socialist
Republics, the
United Kingdom, the United States of America, md Veuesuela.
5.

6.

The Pan Afticanirt

Coogram? of Azauia was represented by au observer.

7.

The International
LabOuK Office and the Office of the United Nations High
for Refugees
were represented by observers.

Commissioner

8.

The official
Aboriginal
and Torres Strait
was represented by observers.

Islander

Comissioo

of

AuBtKalis

9.
The following non-governmental organizatione
(NGOS) in consultative
status with the Economic and Social Council were represented by observers:
(a) Indinanour
Fout Directions
Council, GKMd Council of the Crees (Quebec). Indian
Council of South America (CISA), Indian Law Resource Ceuter, Indigenous World
Association,
International
Indian Treaty Council, International
Orgauisation
of Indigenous Resource Development, Inuit Circumpolar Conference, National
Aboriginal and Islander Legal, Services Secretariat,
National Indian Youth
Council, Nordic Saami Council, aed the Wotld Council of Indigeaous Peoples.

Amesty International,
Anti-Slavery
Society for the Protection
of Eumau
Rights, gaha'i InteKuatioual
Community, Camissiou of the Churches on
Intetnatioual
Affairs
(World Council of Churches), Ptieude World Committee fo
CoMultatiOn,
Interrutional
CaPmission of Julieta,
IUteK%%tional Federation 0
Human Rights, Inter-national
Fellowship of Reconciliation,
International
Suman
Rights Internrhip
Program, International
League for the Bights and Liberation
of Peoples, Intelmational
Organisation for the glimination
of All Form of
gacrcfal Discrimination,
Interrutional
Work Group for Indigenous Affairs
(IWGIA), Survival Intenutional,
and World FedeKatioe of Methodist Women.
10. The following
indigenous peoples' nations and organisations.
as well as
other organizatious
and institutions,
were represented at the session and
furnished information
to the Working Group with its consant.
(a) Q
Aboriginal Nations, Ainu Association of Rokkaido, Alfobigi,
Asociacion
Indigena de la Republica Atgentina.
Asociacion Interetnica
de Derarollo de 1s
Selva PeKuana, Asociacion de Parcialitates
Indegenas, Assembly of First
Nations, Assembly of Minority Peoples of the Soviet North. Aucan Wapuche,
Central Land Council, CentKo Cultural de Javenes Aymaras de Bolivia,
Chefornz
Traditional
Elders Council, Yupik Alaska, Chitakolla
Center. ChiKapaq. Comitc
Campesino de1 Altiplano
Cakchiquel Guatemala, Comite de Unidad Csmpesina de
Guatemala, Comite Exterior Mapuche, Confederation Indegena de1 Oriente
Boliviano,
Conrmittee to Defend Black Rights (Australia),
Confederation de
Nacioualides,Indegenas
de1 Equador, Congreso General Guaymi. Coooeil des
Atiksmeku et des Montagoais.
Consejo National de Pueblos Indigmas de Chile,
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Consejo National
Indio de Venezuela, Consejo Regional Indigena de1 Tolima,
Cootdinadora
National
de Pueblos Indios, Coordinadota
de Orgmiciones
de la
Cuenca Amasonica. Cordillera
Peoples Alliance
of the Philippines,
Corporation
Rupaf, Gull Bay Indian Band, Eaudenosaunee, Hopi Tribe,
Indian Council of
Indigmous
md Tribal
Peoples, Independent First Nations Allimce,
Julalikari
Council,
Lil’wat
Nation, Lokonon of Surinam. Wapuche, Maori Aotearoa-Wgati
Ta
Ata-Ta Rununga 0 Ngati Porou-Ngato Tuara-Te Runmga 0 Ngati Awa, Mohawk
Nation, Mouvement Tupay Katari (Bolivie),
Movimiento Kuna. M.R.T.K.L.
Quechus
Aymara Bolivie.
National
Aboriginal
Professional
and Businesswomen’s
Association,
National
Coalition
of Aboriginal
Organisations,
Navajo Nation,
Northern Land Council,
Onondaga Nation, Organizacion
de Mujeres Kollasuyu
(OWAK). Secretariat
for Aboriginal
and Islander
Childcare,
Seed India,
Smeca
Nation, Toledo Maya Cultural
Council of Belise. Treaty Sin Chiefs on behalf of
Treaty Six Nations Canada. Tuscarira
Nation, Union of New Brunswick Indians.
Vedda Cosssunity, Village
of Oraibi.
and Yarawato of Surinam.

Aboriginal
Law Centre of the University
of New South Wals. Arbeitskreis
Indimer
Nord-Amerikas
(AKIN), Association
des Etudiants et Stagiaires
Kanacks, Association
Fighting
for the Aquisition
of the Euman Rights of
Koreans
in Japan, Asrociation
for the Support and Defence of Bedouin Rights in
Israel,
Bangladesh Society for the Rnforcemmt
of Euman Rights, Big Wountain
Aktionsgruppe,
Burma Peace Foundation,
Centre Docummtasione
Firmse,
Centre
of Concern for Child Labour, Cinq Cmts Ans de Resistance.
Comit&
Belge-Amerique
Indienne,
Coordination
Workgroup Indigmous
People, Democratic
Alliance
Burma, Diffusion
Iati,
Diplomacy Training
Program of the University
of New South Wales, Docummtation
Cmter for Indigmous
Peoples (DOCIP),
Fondarione
Internasionale
Lelio Basso Peril Diritto
e la Liberaaione
Dei
Populi.
Foundation
12 Oktober Manifest,
German Burmese Association,
Cesellschaft
fiir Bedrohte VSlker, Bomelmd Mission 19.50 for the South
Woluccas, Human Rights Comission
of New Zealand, Euman Rights Rmd for
Indigenous
Peoples, Incomindios
Schweiz. Institut
fiir Internationala
ZusamPlenarbeit,
International
Scholars for Indigmous
Populations,
International
Service for Ruman Rights, International
Work Group for
Indigmous
Peoples, Lakota Stichting.
Museu Goeldi Brasil,
Nouvelle
Plmete,
Rainforest
Information
Centre of Australia,
Shimin Gaikou Canter, Society
for
Threatmed
Peoples, Sarawak, Sol Trois (Suisse).
Traditions
Pour Demain.
United Church of Christ in the Philippines,
Verts les France,
West Auetralim
Aboriginal
Media Association,
West Papua Peoples Front, and Working Group on
Indigenous
Peoples (W.I.P..
the Netherlands).
11. In addition
to the above+sentioned
scholars,
experts and observers
attmded

participanta,
the meetings.

12. At its first
meeting on 23 July 1990, for
Group by acclamation
re-elected
Ms. Erica-Irme
Rapporteur.

13. At its
provisional

several

individual

the sixth time, the Working
A. Daer as Chairmen/

first
meeting,
the Working Group considered and adopted
agenda, contained
in docummt E/CWN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/L.1.

the
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14. According to a proposal made by the Chairman/Bapporteur,
Ms. Erica-Irene
A. Daes, the Working Group decided to institute
three informal
and open-ended drafting
groups in the first
week of its session with the basic
aims of facilitating
snd accelerating
the work on the draft Dniversal
Declaration
on the Eights of Indigenous
Peoples and with the view of adopting
some of the principles
in first
reading.
Subsequently,
three informal
drafting
groups were established
on 23 July 1990:
(a) The first
informal
drafting
group, under the chairmenship
of
Miguel Alfonso Martinez.
held six meetings from 23 to 27 July 1990 to
consider the provisions
on land and resources contained
in the Preemble and
Parts III and IV of the first
revised tent of the draft Universal
Declaration
(Annex II, E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/36);

Mr.

(b) The second informal
drafting
group, under the chairmanship
of
Danilo Tiirk, held seven meetings from 23 to 27 July 1990 to consider
Part V of the draft Declaration
and pertinent
preambular paragraphs relating
to political
rights
and autonomy;

Mr.

(c) The third informal
drafting
group, under the chairmenship
of
Ms. Erica-Irene
A. Daes, held 5 meetings from 23 to 26 July 1990 to examine
the principles
contained in Partr I, II, VI and VII of the draft Declaration
aa well as the relevant
provisions
contained in the Preamble.
15. The Working Group held 11 public meeting8 from 23 July to 3 August
1990.
The Working
Group decided to devote at least four plenary meetinga to item 4
on rtandard-setting
activitiea.~
four plenary meetings to item 5 on review of
developments,
one plenary meeting
to itarn 6 concerning
on-going work by the
Special Bepporteur
of the Sub-Cosxsission on hlr study of treaties,
agreements
and other constructive
arrangements
between Statea and indigenous populations,
and one plenary meeting to item 7 on other matters.
In accordance with
ertabliahed
practice,
the Working Group continued to meet in private
during
the subsequent session of the Sub-@rssiseion
for the purpose of finalising
thia report and adopting the decisions
and ret ammmdations contained in
Annex I.

16.

The following
Provisional

documents were made available

to the Working Group:

agenda (E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/L.l);

Materials
raceived
from the Governments of Argentina,
Australia,
Bangladesh, Brazil,
Canada, China, Finland,
Papue New Guinea and
Venezuela (E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/1,
Corr.1 and Add. l-3,
E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/4);

Materials
received
from the United Nations organs, specialised
agencies
end other intergovernmental
organisations:
Centre on Transnational
Corporations,
International
Labour Office,
United Nations Educational.
Scientific
and Cultural
Organisation,
United Nations Population
Fund, and
World Health Organisation
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/2
and Add.1,
EICN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/6~;
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Materials
received
from non-governmental
organizations:
Anti-Slavery
Society for the Protection
of Human Rights, Indian Council of South
America, Indian Law Resource Center, Inter-Parliamentary
Union, The Law
Awociation
for Asia and the Pacific,
National
Indian Youth Council,
the
Native Council of Canada, and World Council of Churches
~E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/3
and Add.l-2,
BK!N.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/5);
First revised
text of the draft Universal
Declaration
on the Bights of
Indigenous
Peoples prepared by Ma. Erica-Irene
A. Daer, and analytical
compilation
of observations
and coments
received
purruant
to
Sub-Corrmiasion
rerolution
19SSflS (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/33
and Add.l-2);
Report of the Working Group on Indigenous
seventh session,
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/36);

Populations

on its

Analytical
commentary on the draft Universal
Declaration
Indigenow
Peoples prepared by the Chairman/Rapporteur,
Ms. Erica-Irene
A. Daes (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1990/39);

on the Rights

Reports of the three informal
drafting
groups established
to consider
first
revised
text of the draft Universal
Declaration
on Indigenous
Rights (E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7
and Add.l-2);

of

the

Report of the United Nations Seminar on the Effects
Discrimination
on the Social and Economic Relation6
People8 and Staten (E/CN.4/1989/22);

of Racism and Racial
between Indigenous

Working paper on posrible
United Nations activities
Year for Indigenous
Rights submitted by I¶?. Aabjorn
Ms. Christy Mbonu (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1990/41);

for an International
Eide and

Fact Sheet No. 9 entitled
the United Nation8 Centre

17. The Working
report.

Tha
of Iv
for Human Rightr,

published
Geneva, May 1990.

Group on 24 August 1990 unanimously

adopted

the present

by
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I.

GENERAL DEBATE

of the Centre for Human Rights.
1s. The Deputy Director
Mr. Kwadwo F. Nyamekyc, made an opening statement in which ha explained
the
Working Group’s mandate, the extension of the Working Group’s session to two
weeks and the many on-going activities
in the field
of indigenous
rights
falling
within
the Group’s agenda.
19. Following
her re-election
for the sixth time as Chairman/Rapporteur
of
the Working Group, Ms. Erica-Irene
A. Daes, in her introductory
statement,
described
the tasks awaiting
the Group’s attention
during the two-week long
session.
She requested everybody to respect the right of all participants
to
speak by keeping their interventions
as brief and concise as possible.
20. Prior to and during the Working Group’s session, the Secretariat
received
a considerable
volume of reports , studies and other written
materials
of
governmental,
non-governmental
and indigenous
origin,
which was made available
to the members of the Working Group.
It was stated by members of the Group
that the information
received was of great value to their work, especially
with regard to the Group’s standard-setting
activities.
21. Mr. Robert Tickner.
the Minister
for Aboriginal
Affairs
of Australia,
addressed and attended the meetings of the Working Group during its
The Chairman/Rapporteur
expressed her gratitude
to the
eighth session.
Minister
for his active participation
and positive
contribution
to the work of
the Working Group.
22. Ms. E.A. Gaer, Member of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet
Socialist
Republics and Chairmen of the Supreme Soviet’s
Subcommission on the
Problems of the Small Peoples of the USSR, addressed the Working Group during
its eighth session.
The Chairman/Rapporteur
welcomed representatives
of the
Government and indigenous
peoples of the Soviet Union who were now attending
a
session of the Working Group for the first
time and expressed her desire for
continued fruitful
co-operation.
23. The Chairman/Rapporteur
expressed her appreciation
to the United Nations
Department of Public Information
and to the film crew present at the session
for their work on a documentary
film about human righto with a focus on the
rights of indigenous
peoples.
Referring
to resolutiona
of the Sub-Cam~ission
and of the Cosssission on RRights and to Fact-6
vs,
recently
published
by the Centre for Human Rights, she
expressed her appreciation
and stated that dissemination
of information
about
indigenous
rights was of great value to the Working Group and its activities.
24. In her closing statement the Chairman/Rapporteur,
on behalf of the
Working Group, expressed particular
appreciation
to the International
Service
for Human Rights and the Indigenous
Centre for Documentation,
Research and
Information
(DCCIP) for the technical
secretariat
services
they had provided
to indigenous
representatives
throughout
the session.
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II.

REVIW OF DEVEMPMENTSPERTAINING TO TRE PBoclOTIGN
AND PROTECTIONOF HUMANRIGETS AND FWDAMENTAL
FREEWMS OF INDIGWOUS PEOPLES

etatement on this item the Chai-Dapporteur,
25. In her introductory
Me. Erica-Irene
A. Due, welcomed all the participants
and invited
the
obeervere
of both Governments and indigenous
peoplee to eubmit inform&ion
about the preeeot situation
in their countrice.
A large number of
governmental
obeervere
and indigenow
and non-gove-ta1
organisation8
exhauetive
reports wit&highlights
on a variety
of improvements achieved
and/or, prob.leme rtill
persieting.

made

24.

%.moet
conawn ieewe raised before the Working Group were the right of
eelf-determination,
autoncsy and self-government;
treaty righte;
the
reetoration
of territorial,
land end reeourcee rights;
deforestation.
depletion
of natural
reeourcee end other environmental
concerno;
tranrmigrstiorr,md
unemployment;
loss of and forced changes in traditional
lifeetylti;
the unremitting
consequences of aesimilationiet
policies;
preeervatioo
of indigenoue
languages and cultures;
lack of medical treatment
and facilitiee;
and other alleged human rights
problew,
including
extrajudicial~killinge
and dieappearancee
of indigenous
peopler.
Many of the
ieruee brought up have been eactensively
deecribed
in previous
reportr
of the
Working Group end need not be repeated;
others end eepecially
thoee relating
to poeitive
developewnte,
dialogue between the partiee and preering
concerns
are eurParised
in the l ubeequent paragraphe.

27. Governwnt
obeenern preeent at the eeeeion provided the Working Group
with detailed
informetion
about the legal etatue and factual
circumetencee
of
their indigenoue
peoples, including
the protection
of their h\nrm righte.
In
l everal countriee,
it wee stated, indigenow
peoplee enjoy the name .righta end
freedoae aa are available
to all citisene
end, in ewe caeee, additional
benefite
ruch ae exemption
from income tax and free medical benefite.
In one
couotfp, indigeaoue programma are administered
by the indiganoue
peoplee
themselves;
in enother indigenoue
peoplee run their ovn local governmente;
in
still
enother country,
an indigenous
assembly was recently
inaugurated
by the
Bead of State; in auother country
a minirtry
of epecial arew har beeo
deeignated
to deal with all iesues pertaining
to indigenoue
peoplee; aud in
yet another couotry an indigenous
parliement
haa fmctioued
for over
15 yeare.
In one country,
iudigenoue
peoplee bave set up a national
congrew
which givea the indigenoue
peoples
a unified
voice in dealing with the
Government on their righte and development.
28. As to one country
both the Government observer and the indigenous
peoples’
representative
agreed that the situation
of their own indigenous
peoplee vae very eimilar
to that of indigenoue peoplee in the rent of the
world:
native
languegee vanishing,
the dying,out
of traditionel
artisanal
ekille,
the dieappearance
of traditional
hunting and fiehing
grounda, the
threat of inaigrent
populations
to the preeervation
of traditional
cultures.
the lack of politic81
repreeentation
of indigenoue
peoplee, the drmtic
decreue
in life expectancy,
uncontrolled
indwtrial
development lad forced
abandonment of traditional
activitiee.
Leet year, the authoritiee
had
inetituted
a epecial p8rliamentary
body to study the probleme of indigeuoue
peoplee and thir body had already prepared a draft law,on developt
of emall
natione which ir
currently
being diocuesed with the indigenoue
peoplee
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themselves.
‘fhe governmental
observer
invited
all observers
present at the
Working Group to share their experiences
and to cosment on the draft law.
Recently.
a regional
indigenous
organisation
expanded its membership to
include two additional
groups from this country.
For the first
time in
history,
indigenous
peoples residing
in four different
countries,
divided by
political
borders which they did not create , can share their culture,
aspirations
and ideals among themselves.
29. Ooe Government observer recognired
the fact that indigenous
peoples in
his country still
suffer
from continuing
disadvantages
and injustices
but
expressed the hope that with the recent establishment
of an aboriginal
cosssission. an unprecedented
opportunity
for their indigenous
peoples to
determine and carry out their own policy bad been created.
An observer
from
this c~ission
enpressed the opinion that the commission is the most truly
indigenous
organisation
ever established
in that country leading to ~ximum
participation
of indigenous
peoples in developing
and impl-ting
Government
policies
and to the promotion of self-rmaaagement by indigenous
peoples.
A
number of aboriginal
observers
considered
the cosssission a non-indigenous
bureaucratic
structure
imposed without consent and in no way a genuine attempt
by the Governmen t to address their demands for self-determination*
Further
problems were perceived,
it was said, in relation
to the imposition
of
procedures
for the selection
of members and the prescription
of regions and
sones without
regard to traditional
territorial
boundaries.
issued a universal
call for the right to
30. Indigenous observer8
self-determination
and indigenous
government within
their territories.
Many
represantatives
mentioned that they are not even consulted
in policyand
decisionmaking and in the implementation
of those decisions
which affect
their life and destiny.
such as develomt
progr-8
and anvironmental
questions.
In addition,
several speaker8 complained about the disregard
and
disrespect
of traditional
ways of selection
or identification
of leaders which
it was said, in some cases, constituted
violation
of treaties.
The
application
of indigenous
customary law was said to be an essential
component
in the preservation
end protection
of indigenous ways of life.
observer
informed the Working Group about a regional
31. One aboriginal
seminar on decolonisation
which the United Nations Committee on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples (Collrmittee of 24) had held
in May 1990 in Vanuatu.
He told the Group that a non-govesnmental
organisation,
speaking on behalf of many participants
in the seminar, had made
a statement drawing the Committee’s attention
to the on-going work of the
Group and ret -ding
that the Cosrsittee take note of the concerns of
indigenous
peoples.
He further
requested that the Cosrsittee send an observer
to the Working Group’s sessions.
32. As to positive
developments.
an observer Government and indigenous
observers
referred
to a recent supreme court case. This case, it wan said,
ruled that the State cannot extinguish
treaty and aboriginal
rights without
the conseut of the peoples concerned end, by interpreting
exinting
aboriginal
rights,
appeared to broaden the fiduciary
duty of the State towards indigenous
In another country, new legislation
aimed at safeguarding
the
peopler.
interests
and well-being
of its indigenous nations,
including
the right of
choice in self-determination
and sovereignty,
gives reason to some observers
to hope for a better future.
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land rights,
a Government observer
stated that a treaty
33. Concerning
regarding
the ta-acquisition
of traditional
lands by aboriginal
people is
being worked out.
Another country has recently
agreed to land claim
settlements
providing
indigenous
groups with over 570,000 square kilometres
of
land, substantial
cash compensation and decision-making
roles in land
management, resources development,
environmental
and other matters.
In still
another country,
pending legislations
proposes that all State forests would
become the cosssunal property
of indigenous
peoples.
In nnother
-pie,
the
settlement
of land claims has proved to be very costly for indigenous
peoples
which
is an ironic
penalty considering
that they have to pay for seeking the
return of lands of which they had been illegally
deprived.
In one country.
according
to an indigenous
representative,
contrary
to the laws on the return
of land to indigenous
peoples which had been passed under a previous
Government,
the best parts of those lands have in the meantime
been token by
the new Government for the development of State projects.
In another country,
since 1981, over 100 indigenous
communities have been able to claim back lands
while other cosrdun ities have had to cope with the influx
of isssigrants or
national
and transnational
development
projects
that are carried out in their
territories.
One indigenous
peoples’ organisation
alleged that, although
the
country’s
constitution
provides
for indigenous
land rights,
the Government is
not complying with its own constitution
and thus denying its indigenous
peoplesthe
lands to which they are entitled.
Another
indigenous
organisation
referred
to the promise made to the Working Group by a Government
representative,
in 1984, to introduce
a uniform national
land rights
legislation.
Several indigenous
organisations
made reference
to a situation
in which,
,
the
issue
of
land
claims
had
led
to
a
confrontation
between
L
indigenous
people and law-enforcement
officials.
The Government and
indigenous
observers
provided
to the Working Group views and information
including
past efforts
and recent
concerning
the background to this situation,
developments
in seeking a negotiated
solution.
Gn its own initiative,
the
Government
obsurver undertook
to keep informed the Chairman of the Working
Group, as well as the Chairman of the Sub-Commission and the
Secretary-General,
of its efforts
to ensure a peaceful,
negotiated
resolution
of the situation,
in e mnnner that respects the human rights of all persons
concerned.
For its part,
the Working Group expressed the hope that all
parties
would conduct themselves in a manner conducive to the achievement of
such a result.
35. Several indigenous
peoples mentioned population
transfers
and forced
relocation
as a very serious problem.
Such transfers
of indigenous
peoples
meanthe loss of their traditional
lands and traditional
ways of life with
devastating
consequences for their social and economic welfare.
Deprivation
of lands and ways of life
leads to unemployment and exploitation
as well as
problems of health and housing.
A joint statement by a few non-governmental
organisations
highlighted
the negative
impact of population
transfers
on
indigenous
cultures
as they result in forcible
removnl. forced relocation
and
induced inmigration.
The reasons for the transfers
nre equally
unacceptable
as Governments may use them to counter claims to self-determination,
to impose
non-indigenous
national
cultures , and to facilitate
the disposal of natural
resources.
36. Unemployment among indigenous
peoples was frequently
mentioned.
Government observer
expressed his concern about the disproportionate

One
increase
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in indiganow
unemployment which had come about ar a result of the
restructuring
of the country’s
economy, primarily
because indigenous
livelihood
depanded upon thoee sectors which had been marginalised,
such as
f i&arias.
Wany indigenous
organisation8
complained about the economic
exploitation
of their people8 who, after having bean forced to leave their
traditional
landr, were now rued as cheap and unskilled
labour.
One
organiratioa
underlined
the right of indigenour
peoplea to live and to work in
their tribal
land@ and urged Governments to.make every effort
to create new
employment opportunitiee.
In the view of this aame organisation,
cortly
welfare prograumea had a crippling
effect
on indigenous
peoples as opposed to
anrioting
in their development.
organi6ations
mentioned education aa a way to avoid
37. Wany indigenous
unemployment.
Indigenour
people8 suffer higher levelr
of illiteracy
than the
rent of the~national
populationr
and do therefore
not have equal access to the
labour market.
The lack, of adequate education.war
repeatedly
brought up a8
the main reamn for the loss of indigenour
identities.
Concern was also
expresred about the lack of proper education for indigenous
peoplee.
The
curriculum
ir decligned for the dominant culturea
and the teacher@ are
non-indigenow.
This leads to the devaluation
of indigenour
culturer.
Indigenour
peoples rhould therefore
demand a bi-lingual
intercultural
eduoationwith
reference
to their fund-ta1
right to preserve and develop
their own cultures.
Although one Government has initiated
a new indfgenoua
education policy,
it wae atatcd
that low priority
for the progrhad
resulted
in insufficient
funding.
Aboriginal
peoplea, it wu said,
are rtill
mainstreamed into an educational
system which doea not cater for their special
need@ and cultural
requirament~
cawing
the continued
alienation
of the
majority
of aboriginal
students.
In cne country a law is being drafted which authorises
indigenour
peoples
to use their mother tongue before the courta~ and in administrative
procedurer.
In another country,
statutory
rulea for the we of indigenous
languages have
been proposed with the aim of increaring
the we of theae languages in public
settings.
In yet another country,
about half of the indigennow rtudentr
take8
classes in their aboriginal
languagea and #ix indiganoua
language* have been
There developPent#
conflict
rharply with
recognirad
as official
languagea.
the prevailing
situation
in o~ther countries
where indigenour
children
reportedly
laarn their native
tongws aa foreign
language*.
if at all.
30.

39. Numerous rtatementr
were made before the Working Group concerning
the
deteriorating
health situation
of indigenous
peoples.
Two Government
obrerverr
exprewed
grave concern about the bad health situation
of aboriginal
paopler who had much shorter average
life expectancies
than other nationala.
As a result,
new rtrategies
are being developed with rtrong empharia on
environmental
health iasuas.
Still
another country is working on the removal
of outaider@ from area6 traditionally
occupied by indigenous
peoples and on
medical care progr-es
to fight disea6er brought in by the alienr.
An
indigenowr
observer
pointed out that treaties
often guaranteed
health rights
and that it was therefore
incorrect
to refer to free medical benefits
from the
State.
40. Several indigenour
representatives
pointed out
world, skeletal
remaina, burial
artifacts
and other
properties
are kept in muaeuma, private
collections
requeatr
for then continued and epeedy repatriation
made. Although oome properties
had been repatriated,

that, throughout
the
cultural
objects and
and universities.
Urgent
of these ramainr were
the progreae warn very
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slow. A Government observer recognized
the fact that the issue of returning
skeletal
remains was an important
issue for aboriginal
peoples and he informed
the Working Group about an official
agreement aiming at the developent
of a
national
position
and strategy
for the return of significant
cultural
material
to the aboriginal
peoples, in particular
skeletal
remains from overseas
collections.
The proposal was made by a number of indigenous
representatives
that the Chairmanlkapporteur
should be requested to prepare~a working paper on
these issues for submission to the next session of the Working Group.
41.
In the view of one organization,
indigenous peoples’
struggler
had to be
seen basically
as disputes over the possession,
control and use of
territories,
lands and resources.
At present,
indigenous
peoples are exposed
to land, water and air pollution
and the general devastation
of nature,
caueed
by others and leading to deprivation
of their traditional
ways of life and
subsistence.
When they try to defend themselves and their rights,
they may
face the full
force of the State apparatus,
including
military
might.
This
view was shared by many indigenous
peoples who claim that since time
immemorial they had lived in harmony with nature.
Their economies are based
on modesty and mutual respect between mother earth and the peoples.
This
peaceful
life had been disturbed
by the coming of strangers
whose
individualism,
methods of competition
and interest
in profits
could not
co-exist
with indigenous
ways of life.

42. A non-governmental
organisation
urged that the United Nations Conference
on Envir onment and Development,
to be held in June 1992, as well as other
intergovernmental
fora, should recognise
the right of indigenous
peoples to
continue to occupy, manage and use their traditional
territories
and respect
the paramount role of indigenous
peoples as owners and managers of their own
lands and resourcea.
One Government observer recognised
that traditional
indigenous
approaches to land and environment
can validly
be applied in
contemporary
society,
including
the concept of guardianship
which io now being
environmen ta1 administration
and
employed for a major reform in his country’s
legislation.
In this connection,
one indfgenoue
organisation
stated that it
was working
actively
towards the establishment
of a sone of peace in the
Arctic.
between indigenous
rights and
43. In the context of the close relationship
the environment
there was frequent
mention
of the imposition
of national
development
projects,
such as the inotallation
of hydra-electrical
dams and
construction
of higbwayr,
which negatively
affected
the traditional
lands and
territories
of indigenous
peoples.
One country is in the process of involving
their aboriginal
people in land use and development planning.
One indigenous
organisation
drew the Working Group’s attention
to the
situation
of indigenous
women who have so far not been afforded
the necessary
recognition
and support by their own societies
despite the fact t&t they
carry much of the burden of the survival
of generations
of indigenous
peoples
through their work in the factories,
the fields
and the homes. They are
considered
unproductive
because their work in the fields
does not necessarily
produce cash or profit
and they often become the victims
of sex trafficking
They have always bean regarded as second-rate
citixens,
and prostitution.
they are invisible
in history
and they have not even been allowed control
over
their owu bodies. Another indigenous
representative
stated that wife and child
beating and sexual abuse was the consequence of unemployment and the
deteriorating
welfare
of indigenous
peoples.
44.
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45. Wany orgulisatiow
etated that indigmow
peoples had increuingly
become
victiu
of humen right8
violatioor
, terror
and intimidation
and threate of the
wme kind.
Their .leadera are pereeEuted,
receive death threat8 or are being
killed.
Other organieatione
mentioacd police brutality,
appalling
priron
conditiow,
deatha in custody sod dfecriminatory
oee of force in police
,operationa,
aa well u the we of paramilitary
police rquad8 and military
unitr to maintain order.
ID one country,
in the lert 10 ywre,
15,OOC people
bad been killed
or had dinappeared,
80 par cent of whom were indiganow
pereow . Such inetitutioaal
violence
wae raid to be unacceptable
and
dieappointamxt
wa8 expreered about the inability
of the iDternatioDa1
cmity
to put a atop to theae gro#a and continuing
violation*.
Reference
wu made to the flow of refugeee cawed by thee8 or l imilar
righta violation‘.
A representative
of the International
labour Office provided
the Working
:&I
with information
about IL0 Convention No.169 (1989).
So far, the.
Organiution
bad received
one ratification;
a second one will bring the
Conventigp
into force.
Re eapbeeieed that IL0 Commotion No.107 (1957)
repine
in force for thoee State8 which ratified
it and have not yet ratified
Co&ntfon
No.169.
The representative
dercribed
the on-going supervision
of
Convention
No.107, ~a8 well a8 technical
asaietance activities
by ILC and by
other organ8 fD the Wnited Natione system , end he war of the opinion
that the
time will come for more direct
interaction
between the Working Group and the
technical
l ervicee offered
in thie field.
ID thir connection,
he referred
to
a recent
inter-agency
coordinatioo
meeting called by the ILO, in which l eveo
orgaw
of the United Nation* eyetm had participated.
47. CM Government obeerver
stated that hie country had ratified
Convention
No.169 on the underrtaDding
that it contained mininr
8taDdarde and he
ruggerted
that Governmente ought to eeriowly
comider
strengthening
theee
l taDdarde further at the national
level.
Another country is withholding
ratification
pending the pcueing of national
legislation
relating
to itr
indigenow
people&
Sweral indigenow
obrerverr
expreeeed disappointment
with the revieed II&l Convention
mh
as it did not fully
and adequately
reepect indigeDoue d-da.
The Ctivention wae challenged
ae pateroalirtic
md oribnted
toward8
the intereetr
of Govemmente.
It did not, it war raid.
sufficiently
require Goveramentr
to recognise indigeaow
right8
to territory,
land and resouroee and, furthermore,
it did Dot properly~recognise
the crucial
re&$rment
of indigenour
coneart.
Other indigonow
reprereDtativer
expreeeed
l upport for the rwi#ed
Convention
and for the efforte
of the IL0 to promote
and prriteft
indigenow
righte.
They endorred ratification
by all Stater which
have indigeriow
peoplee within
their borders end felt that reepect for the
Convention’r
provisions
would improve
the situation
of iodigmow
peoplee in
moat countriee.
48.

The member8 of the Working Group took note of the infore!ation
they had
at this earsion on the rubject of review’of
dwelopmante.
They
underlined
the importance
of this item in it8 own right aa an invaluable
contribution
to the on-going MxDdard-ratting
work.
One member emphaeixed
that all participantr
rhould be able to take active part
in the dircwsiona.
He ruggeated that joint
atatementa should be prepared in order to highlight
l peoial iitwtfone
or probleme ae it would be weful
for the Group to be aware
of problem8 which are cv
to my indigenous
people‘.
The
ChairmaD/Sapporteur
explained
that the Roar people or the Gypeiea, aad the
the mandate of the
pro&don
aDd protection
of their
rightr , could fall within
Working Group when the Rome were indigenow
to the counttier
in which they
live.
received
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peoples
49. Oua member emphaaiaed the value of a dialogue between indigeuous
and their Governmeats and gave an exsmple where both the Government and the
indigenous
people concerned made statements concerning
the right to
self-determination.
The Working Group should encourage a dialogue oo this and
other poiats of mutual intereat.
The process of dialogue was as iaportaut
as
the rerult,
aud it war important
for all parties
to agree to give the Working
Group more specific
data as a basis for more detailed
and aualytical
The impertance of receiving
information
on positive
achievements
discursioo.
Gae of the membera of the Working Group proposed that the
was underlined.
report should be orgauised ou a couutry-by-country
basis, especially
if aud
when the information
provided
or the contribution
to the dialogue were found
to be wanting or in need of further
clarification.
50. &other
mes8ber of the Working Group elaborated
further
on the various
arpects of a dialogue,
welcming
the exchange of ideas and information.
Dialogue in thir forum had to be trilateral,
involving
the members of the
Working Group, indigeaous
peoples, aad the Goveromen t8 coecemed.
l’he
Chaiman/&apgorteur
underlined
the trilateral
uature of the dialogue.
It was
empharised that the conduct of a dialogue was a clarification
of the Working
Group’s mandate and not an extension
of it.
One of the indigenous
organisations
emphasised the need for dialogw
sod supported the idea of
negotiationr
at then national
level as well as at the international
level and
welcomed the opportuuity
to enter into a coustructive
debate.
Other rpeakera
suggested that in order to achieve substautial
results~, certain
conditions
and
priaciplee
should be observed such as equalfty~betweea
Government aud the
indigeuous Deeple; adequate
resources to support the process; monitoring
by an
iudepeudent
intenuticmal
body; implemeatatiou
of the fiaal outmma by au
.Lpaztial
adjudicative
body and provirion
for caapensation
md reparations.
It warn underlined
that couseusus about the staudard-setting
activities
was
also to l ~large degree dependeat upon the utilisatioa
of the opportuuity~to
enter into this trilateral
dialogue.
A few Governmmt observers
indfeated
their willingness
to eater the process of mxh a dialogue.
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III.

~SVOLUTION OF sm
cowcmIwG
TBE RIGHTS OS INDIGENOUS PEOPLgS

51. At its first
meeting, on 23 July 1990, in accordance with a propoaal made
by the Chairman/Rapporteur,
the Working Group decided to establirh
three
informs1 drafting
groups to continue the elaboration
of the draft
Uoiverral
Declaration
on the Rights of Indigeuoua
Peoples ba#ed on the first
revised
text submitted
by the ChairmanRlapportuur
of the ,Working Group,
Ms. Erica-Irene
A. Daes (docmt
E/CD.4/Sub.2~1909/36,
emneat I) and her
analytical
cmtary
on the draft Declaration
(g/CX.4/Sub.2/1990/39).
The three informal
drafting
groupa were .eetabliahed
u follow:
Informal
Drafting
Group I, under the chairman.sbip of Mr. Miguel Alfoneo Martines,
to
cowider the provi&ma
on land und’reeourcea
contained in the Pre&le
and
Parts III and IV; Informal
Drafting
Group II, uoder the chairmanahfp
of
Mr. Danilo Turk, to consider the proviaionr
oo politiaal
right@
and autonomy
contained
in the Preamble and:Part V; and Iaformel
Drafting
Group III,
under
the chairmanship
of m. Brica-lrane
A. Daes, to coneider
the provirionr
in the
Preamble and Parta I, II, VI and VII of the first
revired
tat.
52.

At the 8th meeting of the Working Group, on 2 August 1990, the three
Chairmen of the drafting
groups introduced
the reports on the work carried
out
in their raspuctive
group*.
There reports (documente
WCU.4/8ub.2/AC.4/1990/7
and Add. 1 and 2) am reproduced
in annexes to this report.
In introductory
statements,
the Chainan
indicated
that
tho:work in their groupa was bared on
three main sOurCost
thu firat
revised
tat
of the draft
Univerral
Declaration
and the analytical
cocnentary,
both of, rhich had been .preparod by the
Chairman&pporteur,
and thu extensive
diacuaaionr
oarried
on in the drafting
group* themeelver.
All Chairmen emphasised the anormoua contribution*
of many
inditenow
md governmental
participants
to their drafting
work,
and they
exprerred
their deep regret
tbat~interpretationrervicea
bad not been
available
for all the meetings of the~,Infomal
Drafting
Groups, u well aa
their xillingoees
to remedy that unfortunate
rituation
at future aerriona.
53.

The Chairman/Ilapporteur
pointed out that the wordo “adopted”
or
“receded”
rignified
only that the provision*
were agreed to by the
participents
in the reepective
Informal
Drafting
Croupa for wbmiasion
to the
Working Group for its evaluation
and conrideration.
She also l treased that
the Working Group’8 report,
containing
all propo#alr
and diacwsiorw
concerning
the first
revised
text, should be sent to Governmen ta, indigenous
peoples, intergovemmen
ta1 organirationa
and non-governmental
organisation8
for their written
coamoentr and euggertioncr.
She emphaaired that the current
work was the beginning
of the first
reading of the draft
Universal
Declaration
which would be followed
by a second reading in the Working Group when the
whole text had been considered
in a firet
round.
54.

55.
A large number of cormwn te were made in the three drafting
groups and in
plenary meetings
of the Working Group. These observerations
are rumnarised
Unleer otherwise
noted, the paragraph numbera of the draft text follow
below.
the order of paragraphs
contained
in the first
revised tat of the draft
Universal
Declaration
oo the Righta of Indigenous Peoplea, aa presented by the
Chairmanlgapporteur.
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56. All three Informal
Drafting
Groups considered modification8
of this
provision.
One member of the Working Group expressed a preference
for the
rewording by Informal
Drafting
Group I (E/~.4/Sub.Z/AC.4/1990/7,
p.3.
paras. l-2) which divides
this paragraph into two preambular paragraphs:
one
establishing
the freedom and equality
of indigenous
peoples, the second
recognising
their collective
right to be different
from all other peoples.
He
expressed heritations
about the rewording by Informal
Drafting
Group II
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.1,
p.4) which make8 no mention of international
standards.
Thir came member further
suggested that the word “are” before
“equal”
should be deleted from presmbular paragraph 1 by Informal
Drafting
Group I (E/tX.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7.
p.3, para.l).to
bring ‘it into line with the
language of the Universal
Declaration
on Btmun Rights, and operative
paragraph 25 of the firat
draft Declaration.
One governmental
representative
expressed the hope that the “right
to be different”
could be clarified
so as
to be consistent
with the UNESCODeclaration
on Bate and Racial Prejudice
and
not to imply a policy of separation
or m.

57. Only
provision.
proposed
increased
to “humen

Informal
Drafting
Group I proposed a modification
of this
A member of the Working Group expressed a preference
for this
rewording
~g/~.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.3, para.3) because it
the breadth of the provision
and avoided redundancy in the reference
groupr”.

Informal
Drafting
Groups I and III conridered
modifications
of this
g&&m
(E/CN.4&b.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.3, para.4, and Add.2. p.3. para.3).
One member of the Working Group expressed a preference
for the mggestion
of
Drafting
Group I, if the word “rpiritual”
were deleted from the fourth line.

Informal
Drafting
Group I propored a new preambulat paragraph covering
demilitarisation
of indigenous arear (8/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.3, para.5).
One Working Group member expressed hia confidence
that this provision
should
not induce strong opposition
from any quarter.
One indigenous
reprermtative
stressed the importance oft this provision
for indigenous
peopled throughout
the world.

59. Informal
Drafting
Group III omitted reference
to this provision,
and one
member of the Working Group inquired
whether, given that the Drafting Group
vaa supposed to report on provisions
which enjoyed broad support by
participants,
this omisrion rhould be taken to exptesr a lack of coa~eaeu~ in
this Drafting
Group on preambular
paragraph 4. Thin oame member also
commented that the modifications
proposed by Drafting
Group 1
(E/CN.4/Sub.?/AC.4/1990/7,
p.3, para.6) were acceptable
except that the
reference
to Ynalienable
rights and fundamental
freedoms, including
their
ba6ic human rights and fundamental
freedoma” was cumberroma.
One indigenourr
representative
ruggested that an operative
paragraph guaranteeing
indigenous
peoplea the right to resist discrbination
and oppression would give effect
to
this provision.
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60.

Only Informal

Drafting

Group I proposed a modification
of this provision
p.3, para.7).
A member of the Working Group
these proposed modifications
should give no grouuds for

~E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7.

cosmented
opposition.

that

61. Informal
Drafting
Groups I end III proposed slight modifications
of this
provision
(E/CIi.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.3, para.8; end Add.2, p.3, para.5).
A
member of the Working Group suggested the deletion
of the word “adverse”
before “distinction”
and before “discrimination”
in order to avoid arguments
on the distinction
between “favourable”
and “adverse”
discrimination.

62. Both Informal
Drafting
Groups I and III proposed modifications
to this
provision
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7.
p.3, para.9; and Add.2, p.3, para.6).
One Working Group Member expressed the belief
that a formulation
taking into
account the two proposed rewordings
could be found.

63~. Both Informal
Drafting
Group8 I and III proposed modifications
to this
provision
(E/CW.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.4, pata.10;
and Add.2, p.3, para.7).
Two members of the Working Group stated that,
like some participants
in
Drafting
Group I, they were uncomfortable
with the possible negative
effects
of singling
out women and children
for special attention.
If the provision
was to be included,
however, one member preferred
the formulation
of Drafting
Group I, with the substitution
of the word “paid” for “granted”
in the first
line.

64. Informal
Drafting
Group III proposed this new preembular paragraph on the
importance of indigenous
children
remaining within their commaity
mo indigenous
representatives
~E/CN.4/Sub.ZiAC.4/1990/7/Md.Z.
p.3, para.0).
expressed their belief
that inclusion
of a provision
similar
to thie one was
crucial
for the survival
of indigenous
peoples everywhere.
One indigenous
representative
further
suggested the following
wording for an operative
paragraph to give effect
to this preambular paragraph:
The right of
indigenous
children
to retain contact with their own colPrmmities snd extended
families,
end, if substitute
care is necessary,
to preferred
plac-t
within
the child’s
own family,
culture
and community”.

65. Only Informal
Drafting
Group I submitted revised language for this
provision
(EICN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.4, para.11).
A member of the Working
Group wondered whether the absence of this provision
from the report of
Drafting
Group III implied that no consensus had beeo reached, and hoped that
such a consensus could be sought through a process of open discussion
between
all interested
parties.
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All three
Informal
Drafting
Groups submitted
revised
language
for this
66.
provision
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.4, para.12;
Add.1,
p.4; and Add.2.
p.3,
One
member
of
the
Working
Group
expressed
a
preference
for
the
para.9).
rewording
of Drafting
Group II if “of”
could be substituted
for “to”
in the
second line.

Informal
Drafting
Groups
I and III
submitted
modifications
of this
~~&sion
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/199017,
p.4.
para.13;
and Add.2.
p.10).
The
Chairman
of Drafting
Group I called
the Working
Group’s
attention
to an error
in the tent:
the phrase
“and their
components,”
should
be deleted
from the
third
line
of the proposal.

68.
Only Informal
Drafting
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/199017,

Group I proposed
p.4,
para.14).

a modification

to

this

provision

69.

Informal
Drafting
Group II proposed
a new preambular
paragraph
concerning
treaty
recognition,
without
prejudice
as to its placement
(B/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.l,
p.4).
A member of the Working
Group stated
that such a provision
would be acceptable
to him, and suggested
only that
the
word '*that'* be added after
“s
in the first
line.
12 ter. . h

)

70.
Informal
Drafting
Group II proposed
a new preambular
paragraph
making
reference
to other
international
human rights
instruments,
without
prejudice
as to its placement
(E/CN.4/Suh.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.l,
p.4).
One Working
Group
member stated
that
such a provision
would be acceptable,
and suggested
only
the addition
of the word %n” before
“Civil”
in the second line,
and
substitution
of “of”
for “to” in the third
line.

71.

There

were

no suggested

modifications

to

the

proclamation.

72.
Informal
Drafting
Group II suggested
a new operative
paragraph
(E/CD.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.1.
p.4) which it believes
should
come at the
very beginning
of the operative
part of the Declaration
. A member of the
Working
Group expressed
support
for this new paragraph
if reworded
to read:
“Indigenous
peoples
have the right
of self-determination.
by virtue
of which
they may freely
determine
their
political
status
and institutions
and pursue
their
own economic,
social,
religious
and cultural
development.”
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73. Informal
Drafting
Group III proposed a slight modification
of this
provision
(EICN.41
Sub.2lAC.4l199017lAdd.2,
p.4, para.1).
One mamber of the
Working Group expressed support for this rewording,
and furthor
suggested that
the phrare
“humaa rights and fundamaatal
freed-”
be rubstituted
for
“fundamental
rights aud freedom”
in lines l-2.

74. Informal
Drafting
Group III propored slight modifications
of this
provision
(E/CN.4/8ub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.2,
p.4, para.2).
A member of the
Working Group propored replacing
the phrase “the other hwaa beings, humao
groupr and” with “other”
in lines l-2; aad deleting
the vord “adverse”
in
lines 3 and 4.

75. Informal
Drafting
Group III proposed
provision
~E/CN.4l8ub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.2,

alight
p.4,

modifications
para.3).

of this

76. Informal
Drafting
Group III proposed modifications
of this provision
(EICN.4/8ub~2/AC.4/1990/7/Md.2,
p.4, para.4).
A oou-govexameatal
observer
stressed the ceotralfty
of this prwision,
together with operative
paragraph 5, to emble indigemus
peoples to axercise world spiritual
leadership.

77. Info-1
Drafting
Group III
provision
~ElCN.4l8ub.2lAC.4l1990l7lAdd.2,

78.

Informal

Drafting

restructured

and signfficaatly
p.4,

reworded

this

para.5).

Group III

proposed modifications
of this provision
p.4, para.6).
One indigenous
reprasentative
stressed the importance of this provision
for the survival
and flourishing
of
indiganous
peoples throughout
the world.
(EICN.4I8ub.2lAC.4ll990l7lAdd.2,

79.

Informal

Drafting

(ElUi.4I8ub.2lAC.4l1990l7lAdd.2,

suggested that the vordr
beginning
of the article,
in the second line.

80.

Informal

Drafting

(EICN.4I8ub.2lAC.4l1990l7lAdd.2,

Group III

proposed modifications
of this provision
p.4. para.7).
A member of the Working Group
**Indigenous paoples have” be deleted frw
the
and that a full-stop
be inserted
after
**arriatance”

Group III

proposed modifications
p.5, para.8).

of

this

provision
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81.

De

Informal

Drafting

Group III

proposed modifications
p.5, para.9).

of this

provision

Group III

propoled modifications
p.5. para.10).

of this

provirion

(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7lAdd.2.
tive

02.

m

Informal

Drafting

~ElCN.4lSub.2lAC.4l1990l7lAdd.2.

83.
Informal
Drafting
~ElCN.4ISub.2lAC.4l1990l7lAdd.2,

Group III

proposed modifications
of this provision
p.5, para.11).
(he non-governmental
representative
exprersed hi6 belief
that Drafting
Group III had agreed to
delete the word “inter-cultural”
from the first
line oo as to broaden the
provision.
One governmental
observer
suggested amending this provision
or
adding another operative
paragraph making reference
to multiracial
organi6atione.
and suggested article
2, para.l(e)
of the International
Covention
on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
was a good
example of’how this could be done. Another non-governmental
organisation
auggestcd adding the phrase “and to have access to cross-cultural
reaourcee”
after
“education”
in the fir6t
line, and the phra6e “and their paat and
present Contribution6
to the conu6oo heritage
of humankind” after
“aspirations
,I’ in the third line.

84. Informal
Drafting
Group I proposed a new operative
paragraph at the
beginning
of Part III of the draft Universal
Declaration,
and sugge6ted two
alternative
formulation6
for further
discussion
(EICN.4lSub.2lAC.41i990/7,
p.8, para.
h&j.

05.

Informal

Drafting

Group I proposed

modifications
of this prwieion
One governmental
observer
stated
that the second sentence of the provision
a6 modified
implied that indigenous
peoples have a right of veto over Statemeasureo
of expropriatjnn,
a concept
which would be unacceptable
to hi6 Government.
An indigenous
representative
utpreased firm opposition
to the phrase “or other type of mutually-acoapted
legally-binding
instroment”,
a6 she felt that this wording might permit
unilateral
action.
(E/CN.4/5ub.2/AC.4/1990/7,

p.4,

bi6

para.12).

(nrmr)

Informal
Drafting
Group I proposed a new operative
paragraph covering
rights against alienation
of land and re6ources WCN.4/8ub.2/AC.411990/7,
p.4, para.
hjg).
86.

07.

Informal

Drafting

WCN.4/Sub.21AC.4/1990/7,

Group I proposed modifications
p.4. para.13.)

of this

provision
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88.

Informal

Drafting

Group

(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7.

14 bie

I proposed
p.5,
pare.14.)

modifications

of

this

provision

Cprar)

09.
Informal
Drafting
Group I proposed
a new operative
paragraph
covering
intellectual
proparty
right6
~E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.5,
para.
u).
One Government
obecrver
exprerred
concern
that,
ar worded.
this
provision
gave
indigenow
people6
right
of access to telecommunication
frequencier,
a right
not enjoyed
by non-indigenoue
CitiZen6.
A member of the Working
Group
SUgge6ted
that
the provision
be amended to addres6
thi6
~oncexa by adding
word6 to the effect
of “on an equal
footing
with
other
peoples”
at the end of
the provirion.

90.
Informal
Drafting
Group I proposed
provirion
(at E/CN.li/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
entire
paragraph
in bracketr,
indicating

significant
modifications
of this
page 5, para.15).
and placed
the
the need for further
di6cu66ion.

Inform61
Drafting
Group I proposed
modifications
of thi6
provision
(at
91.
E/CN.4/Sob.2/AC.411990/7.
p.5,
para.16).
One member of the Working
Group
suggested
adding
the word6 “of the environmeat”
after
“pollution”
on in the
fourth
line
for the rake of clarity.
One Government
and several
Indigenous
observer6
6tre6red
the importance
of this prOVi6iOn.
One indigenour
reprerentative
6ugge6t6d
that
the provi6ion
6hould
616ke rpecific
reference
to
sub-surface
re6ource6.

92.
Informal
Drafting
Group I prOpO6ed significant
6IOdificatiOn6
of this
provi6ion
(g./CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.5, para.17).
One fidigenous
repre6edatiVe
ruggerted
thet
the word6
w, including
population
tramfers
with
adver6e
effect6,”
be included
after
“projects”
in the fourth
line.
Another
indigenour
repre6entative
eXpre66ed
the view that,
although
thir
formulation
referred
to the important
notion
of equitable
developwnt,
it did not go far
enough in guaranteeing
for indigenous
peoples
the right
to determine
the
prioritier
for developwllt
which affects
them, ar in article
7, para.1,
of IL0
Thi6 6ame representative,
joined
by a number of other
Convention
No. 169.
observers,
suggested
Part
III
of the draft
Declaration
could
include
a
separate
paragraph
guaranteeing
for indigenoru
people6
the right
to
developPcnt,
not as yet explicitly
mentioned
in the draft
Declaration.
Another
indigenoue
reprerentative
urged that the right
be enjoyed
on
indigenolu
area6 60 a6 to provide
OppOrtur&ieS
for self-government.

93.
Infor6ul
Drafting
Group I proposed
modifications
of
Two indigenolu
(EICNN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.5,
para.18).
exprerred
the hope that
this
provision
could
include
the
6trengthen
qd promote
rubsi6tence
economies , a6 provided
IL0 Convention
No. 169.

thi6
provirion
reprerentative
duty of States
for in article

to
23 of
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94. Informal
Drafting
Group I propoeed modificationa
of this provision
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.6, para.19).
and placed the entire paragraph
brackets indicating
the need for further
discussion.
One indigenoru
representative
c-ted
that a provision
similar
to this one wu crucial
giving effect
to the other rightr
in the draft Declaration.

in
to

Drafting
Group I proposed a new operative
paragraph providing
95. Informal
the right to h-itarian
asoistance
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7.
p.6.
for
A member of the Working Group inquired
whether “organisations”
para. 19 kid.
in the second line of this provision
refereed
to governmental
or
non-governmental
organisations.
or both.
This same further
wondered to whom
“The latter”
in the second line referred.

Drafting
96. Informal
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,

Group I propooed modificationo
p.6, para.20).

of this

provision

20 his
Informal
Drafting
Group I proposed
to traditional
medicinal
practices
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7,
p.6. para.

97.

right

20 tcr

a new operative
and resources
hia).

paragraph

covering

the

0

98. Informal
Drafting
Group I propored a new operative
paragraph covering
right to prevent use of indigenous
lands for military
purpomea
(S/CU.4/Sub.2lAC.4/1990/7,
p.6. para.
Lag).
One indigenoue
representative
underlined
the significance
of such a provirion
for the survival
of the
world’8
indigenoru
peoples.

the

Drafting
Group II restructured
and reformulated
thin provision
99. Informal
(B/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.l,
p.4, para.21).
One member of the Working
Group auggeated that the word “adverse”
be deleted from the .second line of
part Cc).

100. Informal
Drafting
Group II
~EICN.4/8ub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.1,

restructured
and reformulated
p.5, para.22).

this

provision

101. Informal
Drafting
Group II restructured
and reformulated
this provision
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/71Add.l.
p.5, para.23).
The Chairman of thir Drafting
Group called the Working
Group’s attention
to a typographical
error in the
first
line, pointing
out that the word “on” should be replaced by the word
“all”.
One Working Group Member suggested that the last sentence of part (b)
(b) as
be reworded to read “States have the duty . ..‘I in harmony with para.
suggested by Drafting
Group II.
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102. Informal
Drafting
Group II restructured
and reforeulated
thie provision
~EICN.4/Sub.t/AC.4/1990/7/Md.l,
p.5, para.24).
A member of the Working
Croup sugpated
tht
the provision
be rworded
to reml:
“The right
to
determine
their own identification
aa a member of a particular
indigenous
people.
Such determination
ehould be accepted by the State concerned’*.

103. No modifications

were ruggerted

for

thie

provirion.

104. Informal
Drafting
Group II propored modificatione
to thie provision
(E/CN.4/Sub.?/AC.4/1990/7/Add.1,
p.5, para.26).
A number of indigenoue
rcprerentativee
underlined
the importance of thie provirim,
an amended.

105. Informal
Drafting
Group II proposed modificationa
to thie provision
~EICN.4ISub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.l,
p.5, para.27).
A number of indigenoue
reprerentativee
etated that thie provision
l &uld be enlarged to include
bilateral
and multilateral
treaties
between Stater with effectr
on indigenoue
peopler,
aa fqexample
the United Nations Convention
on tha Law of the Sea.

106. Informal

Drafting

Group III

proposed modification8
to thir
provision
p.5, para.28).
One non-governmental
rapreaentative
expreeoed hie belief
that the paragraph adopted by the Drafting
Group hnd replaced the phraee “and to an effective
remedy for any
infringement,
public or private”
with the plume %nd to an effective
tribunal
in the event of any infringement
of their,rightr
under private
or public
law”
in linee 3-4.
Two indigenoue
reprerentativer
rtrerred
the importerme
of such
l provision
to the effectiveneer
of the Declaration
when adopted
ar a humen
righta instrument.
WCN.4l8ub.2lAC.4l1990l7lAdd.2,

107. Informal
Drafting
Group III proposed a new operative
paragraph obliging
States to enaure the full enjoyment of their right8 by indigenow
people8
~ElCN.4lSub.2lAC.4l1990l7lAdd.2.
p.5. para.29).

108. A member of the Working Group, joined by a non-governmental
organisation
Such a
representative.
ruggeeted the addition
of a claure
on interpretation.
clause would acknowledge the inevitable
interrelationehip
between the variocu
part6 of thie Declaration,
would eliminate
the need for repetition,
and would
encourage
the Working Group to adopt clearer
and more rigorous
formulationr.
It wae ruggeeted tbat the interpretation
clause in the United Nation@
DeclqFation
on the Right to Developwnt
(1986) could eerve ae a model for the
Work+ng Group.
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were suggested

for

this

provision.

110. No modifications

were suggestad

for

this

provision.
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111. In addition
to suggestions
relating
to specific
paragraphs.
a number of
cosmants were made relating
to the use of terms throughout
the draft Universal
Declaration,
or to a number of inter-connected
paragraphs.
Those observations
are summarised in the following
paragraphs.
112. Regarding the use of the terms “lands” and “territories”
throughout
the
draft Declaration,
hesitation
was expressed by a member of the Working Group
as in preambular paragraphs
3, 5, 6,
about the use of the term “territories”,
and operative
paragraphs
12, 12 a,
14-18 and 20 & in Informal
Drafting
Group I’s report
(E/CW.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7).
and in operative
paragraph 5 of
Drafting
Group III’s
report
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.2).
This member
indicated
that he would prefer
the term “lands” with a proviso attached
similar
to that used in article
13(2) of IL0 Convention No. 169, specifically
including
air and water within
the definition
of “lands”.
Another member and
two indigenous
representatives
expressed their understanding
that the word
“tertitoriea”
effectively
guaranteed
that “lands” would not simply imply solid
but also water and air territories.
Thie member further
coamented that he
could accept a compromise such as “lands and waters”.
A number of
governmental
represeutativea
also expressed their couceroe about the use of
the term “territories”.
(Sea writtm
comeots in E1CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/1;
g/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/l/Add.l;
E/Cti.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/
llAdd.3.)
113. Two representatives
stated that their Governments could not accept the
use of the term “peoples”,
as in their countries’
legal systems such a term
implied separate sovereignty.
but that “populations”
or “comunities”
would be
acceptable.
(See written
observations
in EICN.4ISub.2/AC.4/199011.)
114. Two governmen ta1 observers
pointed out that the term “o~elfdetermiaatioo”
to their
Governments because of its implicit
reference
to
One governmental
observer stated that the term could be
colouialiam.
acceptable
if it were made clearer
that
the right to self-determination
did
not imply the right to independent
statehood.
A number of indigenous
representatives
reiterated
their firm belief
that the Declaration
must mention
directly
or indirectly
the concept of self-determination.

wae unacceptable

115. With reference
to *‘subsoil*’
resources,
it was pointed out by a number of
Governments that in their countries
subsoil resources were owned by the State
and could not be included within
the provisions
guaranteeing
ownership of land
and territories.
(See written
suggestions
in E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/11Add.1.)
116. Regarding the use of the terms “ownership”,
“possession”,
and “title”
or
*‘original
title”,
it was said by two members of the Working Group that these
difficult
concepts will have to be harmonised throughout
the document.
One
member suggested that if reference
to title
was thought to be neceaaary,
that
the phrasing,be
amended to read:
“the right to such title
as ownership,
possession,
and use of lands...”
in operative
paragraph 12, or “the effective
right of title
. ..‘I in operative
paragraph 14. One governmental
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raprarentative
pointed out that, in hi# country, indigeuoru
peoples had the
right to inalienable
posaerrion,
but not ownerrhip,
of their traditional
landa, and hoped that the provision
would be broadly worded 80 ar to encompass
this land tenure eystem.
117. One Working Group member pointed out that the we of the phrase
“collective
and individual”
must be harmonised
throughout
the document.
One
observer noted hie Government’s
concern that the u#e of the term “collective”
might compromise the individual
rights of indigenoru
peoplea.
A number of
indigenoru
reprerentativer
atrewed
the central importance of the concept of
collective
rightr
to the adequate protection
of indigenoru
peoples around the
world.
118. A number of indigenous
reprerentative~
stressed the importance of the
concept of coneent.
One member of the Working Group auggerted the phrase “in
conjunction
with them” be replaced by the phrare “with their participation
and
co-operation”,
in ha-y
with the language in the International
Covenant on
Human Right@.
This suggertion
would apply to parar.13
and 19 kig of
B/~.4/8ub.2/AC.4/1990/7;
to paraa.22(b)
and 26 of Add.1; and to para.
of
Add.2.
Regarding the use of the phrarer “free and genuine conrent”,
“free,
genuine cowent”
and “free and informed consent”,
two Working Group members
auggrrtad
that paras. 17, 19, and 20 &x of E/Cn.4/8ub.?/AC.4/1990/7
could be
harmoniagd wfth para.22(b)
of E/CN.4/8ub.2/AC.4/
199017iAdd.l
to read “free
and informed consent”.
119. Aa to the “duty of Etatar” , a member of the Working Group exprersed
hesitations
about
fozmulating
any part of the Declaration
in the form of
duties imposed on Etatea,
for fear that this would create unnecerrary
difficulties
in reaching a broad-baaed
coneennus.
Two iudigenoua
representativea
exprenred their rtrcing belief
that the rightr
of indigenoru
peoplea had to be accapanied
by~the corollary
dutier of Etater.
One member
of the Working Group felt that whichever
phrase was chosen, the draft
Declaration
muat be hazmonixed throughout.
120. Concerning drafting
style it was suggested by an indigenour
representative
that the Declaration
be reformulated into complete rentences,
on the model of the Univerral
Declaration
on HBights.
A ntier
of
Gove-ta
ruggerted
that the use of term@ be harmonised to the greatert
extent porsible
with other international
humen rights instrumenta.
pursuant to
General Awe&&y
resolution
41/120.
One Working
Group Member c-ted
that
dividing
paragrapha
into
lettered
rub-paragrapti,
aa hao now been propored by
the Informal
Drafting
Gtoupa, haa riguificantly
increnaed the clarity
of many
of the provisiona.
121. Numerous participanta,
governmental,
indigenoua
and non-governmental,
expreared their rupport
for the extension of the Working Group rerrion
time
from one week to two weekr.
Many noted that drafting
the Universal
Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous
Peopler war the most importent
task
under the Working Group’s mendate, end that the ten-day aerrion
this year had
allowed the Group to make great headway on this task.
A mabar of
participant*
from all quarters,
however, rtated that without full
iuterpretetion
servicer
during the entire ten dayr, the drafting
p~W2ea8 would
be severely
compromised, u large regmentr of the indigenoucl reprerentatives
could not fully
participate
in the dircurrionr.
One indigenow
reprerentative
c-ted
tht dividing
the Working Group into three Drafting
Group
ala0 made
it difficult
for some indigenour
delegations
to participate
ia all aapectr of
the work.
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122. One member,
stressing
that
the Working
Group had reached
a very important
juncture
in its work,
registered
his strong
support
for the Chairman/
gapporteur’s
suggestion
that
the documents
prepared
by the three
Informal
Draftimg
Groups
(EICN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7
and Add.1 and Add.21
be circulated
to Governments,
indigenous
organimations
and non-governmental
organisations
The member suggested
that
the members of the Working
for their
comment‘.
Group themselves
be encouraged
to express
their
views on the proper
formulation
of the draft
Declaration.
as indeed
one of them had done,
in
writing,
at the present
session.
These coroaento
could
then be used by the
Chairman/Rapporteur
as the basis
for her drafting
aseigoment~to
be available
at the ninth
session
of the Working
Group in 1991.
A number of governmental,
indigenous
and non-governmental
representatives
stated
their
intentions
to
submit
written
ta
on
the
proposals
made
by
the
Informal
Drafting
Groups.
cosmIan
123. A number
of participants
suggested
that
future
drafting
by the Working
Group concentrate
on substance,
while
leaving
stylistic
revisions
in the hands
One Group member expressed
his hope that
the
of the ChairmanBapporteur.
Chairman/Sapporteur
would continua
her invaluable
work of synthesising
and
clarifying
the suggestions
which would emerge from this
session
of the Working
Group.
124. A number of governmental
observers
stressed
the importance
of producing
a
document
which reconciled
the points
of view of all
interested
parties,
based
on a spirit
of consensus.
One governmental
observer
suggested
that
phrasing
the Declaration
in terms of objectives
rather
than rights
might
facilitate
the
task of reconciling
governmental
and indigenous
points
of view.
An indigenous
representative
pointed
out that
consensus,
while
desirable,
is not absolutely
necessary,
and suggested
that
if the draft
Declaration
could
take the form of
a broadly
worded,
aspirational
instrument,
it should
be flexible
enough to
act-date
a variety
of concerns.
125. One Working
Group member,
and a number of participants,
both governmental
and indigenous,
expressed
their
regret
that
so few States
participated
in the
Cne indigenous
representative
stated
her belief
that
this
drafting
process.
lack of participation
was contrary
to the spirit
of the broad mandate
given
to
the Working
Group and hoped that
this
situation
could be effectively
addressed.
126. A number of participants
contributed
suggestions
concerning
how the
drafting
of the Universal
Declaration
on the Rights
of Indigenous
Peoples
One member of the Working
Group felt
that
the time has now
might
proceed.
This member
come to give fresh
thought
to the concept
of self-determination.
noted
that
legal
concepts
undergo
a constant
process
of evolution,
and that it
is the responsibility
of the Working
Group to help shape the development
of
those concepts
which are of relevance
to the continued
survival
and
flourishing
of the world’s
indigenous
peoples.
127. This member drew the Working
Group’s
attention
to an important
academic
statemant
by one indigenous
representative.
f/
In that
statement,
it bad been
pointed
out that
the concept
of self-determination
would only in rare
instances
imply
the right
to independent
statehood;
rather.
an indigenous,

S. James Anaya,
“The Capacity
of International
Law to Advance Ethnic
11
or Nationality
Rights
delivered
at the Conference
of
Claims “, statement
USSR-USA
Scholars’
Dialogue
on Human Rights
and the Future,
held at Moscow,
19-21 June 1990.
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non-rtatiet
conception
of self-determix+tion
impliar substantive
rights
to the
economic, political
and’rocial
meana fer~hdipmow
ooder of life,
end
procedural
right8
to rhape the docfeion8
iffecting
those wder of life,
all of
which will vary with the contemporary
circwtenm
of particular
indigenoue
peoplar around the world.
80 noted th&t thi work of the Informel
Drafting
Croupe thir year had incorporated
many 6f thbre l ubetantive
and procedural
right;.
Be aleo pointed out that thir ccnceptkon of ~eelf-detexminatim
would,
like many international
htyun right8 rtmdudr,
~coudition but in no way deny
the principle
of territorial
integrity.
128. Another indigenoue
reprerentative
rwrised
what for hir people were the
tw0baeic
principles
which rhould be expwrred
by the final Declaration.
The
firet
ir that indigenour
peopler have right@ aquaI Xith theme of all other
peoplir;
the recond is that there rightr’rho~d~be~~pl~ted
through the
free negotiation
between representatives
of indigennow people@ end gtateo of
treatiee
subject to national
and,intetitio&l
law.
129. One gov&nmental
and twq indigenoue
reprerentativea
exprereed their viewa
on the ielationrkip
between ,the draft Dniverral
Declaration
and IL0 Convention
No. 1691 There participants
stressed that the,IU) Convention
had ertabliahed
minimum standard6 to safeguard indigenous
peopler, wherear the Declaration
should go further
in promoting end protecting
indigmoue
people*’
rightr
to
survive
and flourish
in the future.
One reprerentatiwo
Itreseed
the l troogly
arpirational
character of the Declaration
and urged the Working Group to
concentrate
itr off&s
on rimplUying
and generaliming
the draft language in
line with thir uadeistanding.
Oth*r obaercrrrr
atprerwd
their
dieappointarat
that”in a number of instanter
the current draft Declaration
l et# rtanduda
even lower than there ertabliehed
by IL0 Conventioa~169.
(See also
E/CN.~/gub;2fAc.4/1990/2.~
130. A non-governmental
representative
pointed out to the Working
Qroup that
modeety warn necemary if it were accurately
to translate
the indigenoue
underrtwdingq
of rights
into the langoage of a Waiversal Declantiou.
For
-10~.
the~ierderitending
of l elf-determitutien
f&d
in Verban
l cholarehip
wu bared on t’erritortil
l overeigoty;
a noficm rhick hae never animated
indigenour:
peoplea’ uee of tb%e term.
This obrerver felt that by clarifying
there diff@rencea,
the Working Qroitp might allay come of the fear@ of
Govemmentr about th: implicationr
of the draft Declaration.
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IV.

STUDY OF TREATIES, ACREBMPlTS AWD OTBER COWSTRIJCTIVE
ARRAIiG8MENTS BETWEENSTATES AWD INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

131. The Special Rapporteur
of the Sub-Commission on the study of treaties,
agreements and other constructive
arrangements between States and indigenous
peoples, Mr. Miguel Alfonso Martinez , made a statement to the Working Group
explaining
developments
and progress relating
to his mandate.
He regretted
that he could not present a preliminary
report to the Working Group at this
time.
The delay was due, he explained,
to the unprecedented
nature of the
Study and broadening
of an already extensive
mandate to include,
within
the
meaning of “other constructive
arrangements”,
any legal texts and other
documents which are evidence of consensual participation
by all parties
to a
legal or quasi-legal
relationship.
For example, the Special Rapporteur was of
the opinion
that the records of royal companies, if they entered into
agreements of a legal, economic, political
or territorial
nature with
indigenous
peoples, would fall within his mandate as currently
construed.
132. The Special Rapporteur
also reported
on his recent trips to the Archive
de Indias in Sevilla,
Spain. where, regrettably,
he had the opportunity
only
to examine in depth one of the 17 sections of the archives.
He stated that he
is planning a second trip to the archives
and a visit,
in the near future,
to
the Library
of Congress in Washington, D.C..
lie expressed his deep gratitude
to the indigenous
communities of the Treaty Six Area, to the Canadian
Government, and to Ms. Sharon Venne, Mr. Russel Barsh, Mr. Eoward Berman,
Mr. Douglas Saunders,
and Mr. Williams for the help they had given him.
Finally,
he stated that he will be sending out questionnaires,
with requests
for specific
and detailed
information,
to Governments and indigenous
ccensunities later this year. in an effort
to facilitate
the completion
of the
study.
133. With regard to the structure
of the Study. the Special Rapporteur
referred
the Working Group to his original
outline
~~~;CN;~b.2/1988l24lAdd.l).
The Study would examine treaties
across three
: time, space and scope. As to time, the Special Rapporteur
reiterated
his intention
to orient
the Study towards the present and future
state of treaty relations,
but noted that some historical
inquiry will be
inevitable.
As to the extent, his current estimation
is that between 40 and
50 countries
have committed themselves to arrangements
falling
within his
mandate and that, of these, he has received
or found substantial
information
on only eight.
Finally,
as to scope. the Special Rapporteur
emphasised that
the Study must serve as a guide to the means and value of setting up stable
relationships
between States and indigenous
peoples, that it must address
contemporary
issues and problems , and that it must recommend specific
actions
which international
and national
bodies could take.
For example, he is
considering
the inclusion
of a recommendation
that
national
and international
fora assume legal jurisdiction
to adjudicate
treaty disputes between States
and indigenous
peoples.
134. Several indigenous
representatives
commented on the Study.
They
expressed their great confidence
in the work of the Special Rapporteur
and
emphasised the importance of this subject matter to indigenous
peoples around
the world.
One observer
requested clarification
from the representative
of
the Secretary-General
on whether the consultant
to the Special Rapporteur
approved by the Economic and Social Council over a year ago had been
retained.
A number of representatives
presented information
on current or
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paat treaty violations
in their countries , all of which were noted by the
One
indigenous
representative
invited
the Special
,Special Rapporteur.
kapporteur
to visit
his country and study a current treaty rights dispute,
and
he also urged the Working Group to recosxsend to the Sub-Cosksission that an
advisory
corasission be established
to oversee treaty dispute resolution.
135. A number of indigenous
representatives
also addressed major themes which
The importance of indigenous
legal
they felt might help shape the Study.
systems for the interpretation
of treaties
was highlighted.
They stressed the
fact that Governments benefited
on a daily basis from the sharing of lands
granted by treaties.
and that this should form the background for any
discussion
of treaty violations.
Another observer presented a theoretical
orientation
for the Study,
drawing a distinction
between
the objective
and
subjective
meaning of treaties.
Objectively,
treaties
could be used as a
guide to land claims
but clearly
fell far short of the basic rights claimed by
indigenous
peoples today, as evidenced by the Working Group’s work on standard
setting.
Subjectively,
however, he believed
that
treaties
are evidence that
indigenous
peoples’were
once viewed as States, implying a right of indigenous
peoples to be part of the present and future constitutional
organisations
of
States.
He noted that the subjective
meaning of treaties
is of great value as
a guide to the methods by which indigenous
rights should be protected.
This
representative
further
suggested four recommendations which he believed
the
Study could make: that the United Nations recognire
indigenous
treaties:
that
the United Nations direct
its Treaty Office to accept the registration,
for
full legal and documentary purposes, of indigenous
treaties;
that the
United Nations promote the use of new treaties
through supervision
and the
promulgation
of minimum standards
of fair negotiation;
and that the
United
Nations refer treaty disputes to the International
Court of Justice for
adjudication.
136. One indigenous
representative
outlined
development of treaties
in the
lie mentioned an agreement which was made between an
course of history.
indigenous
nation and an European nation.
This agreement had been
extraordinary
and historical
because of the principles
which it settled,
recognition
and respect for one another’s
peoples ; recognition
and respect for
one another’s
government;
recognition
and respect for one another’s
religion;
with peace and friendship
ar the foundation.
The agreement, as it was
emphasised, set the standards
for the process of treaty-making
between
European settlers
and the indigenous nations.
He emphasised that treaties
are
international
instruments
and agreements concluded in the context of the times
and that there
treaties
continue to bind the rignatories
today and in the
future.
E’urther, he recomeaded
that States and indigeuous
nations should
continue the use of treaty-making
in order to ensure that the principles
of
justice and equality
prevail
over economic and military
might.
137. One Government observer noted that there
made in his country’8
treaty with indigenous
reality
but he felt that the treaty could be
traditional
ways of life.
It was repeatedly
violated
and many indigenous
representatives
body be set up for mediating
dispute8 betwem
either at the national
or at the international
that these treatier
are actually
implememted
138. One aboriginal
of a modern treaty

was still
a gap between promises
peoples and the day-to-day
honoured by the recognition
of
stated that treaties
are often
suggested that an independent
States and indigenous
peoples,
level,
in order to ascertain
the way they were designed.

representative
reminded the Working Group that the subject
had been under discusssion
since 1979 and that interest
had
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been rekindled
in 1988. Unfortunately,
promised rerourcee
had not yet been
made available
to allow indigenous
groups to conduct EO~~~PIII~
ity diacueclions.
He invited
the Government to make good ite intantion
to achieve a ,real and
lasting
agre-t
between the parties
and he atated that the o,utccme of this
process needed to incorporate
an impartial
international
dispute resolution
mechanism.
A Gove&ant
observer
urpreroed
optimism, in the context of a new
treaty or compact, thatthere
is real hope for a procerr of reconciliation
by
which the non-indiganour
9aople may be able to coma to terme with the history
of his country.
Be stated that the adoption of a national
goal for all levels
peoplen to addre8a co-oparatively
of Gove rnment. working with the aboriginal
all the variow
issuea, is a precondition
of reconciliation.
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V.

OTHER MATTERS, INCLUDING TSE WORKOF TBE UNITED NATIONS
VOLDNTARY PIJND FGR INDICWOUS POPVLATIONS

139. By reoolution
1989/36, the Sub-Commission entrusted Mr. A~bjorn Eide and
Ms. Christy Mbonu with the task of preparing
a working paper on possible
United Nations activities
for an international
year for indigenous
rights with
an explicit
f&us
on the development process and on promoting international
co-operation
with indigenous
peoples’organisationr.
The working paper by
Mr. Bide and Ms. Mbonu is contained in doc~t’t/CW.4/Sub.2/1990/41.
On
behalf of the Working Group, the ChairmanAlapportour
expressed
her
appreciation
to the two authors for the excellent
working paper.
140. During the eighth session of the Working Group, several indigenous
representatives
expressed strong support for an International
Year for
Indigenous
Rights.
They voiced concern about the upccming 500 year
anniversary
of the colonisation
of the Americas, noting that that year should
be one of assessment rather than celebration.
A representative
of a
non-governmental
organieation
stated that the preparations
for the
International
Year would be a great opportunity
for indigenous
peoples to
influence
the operation
of the United Nations system as a whole.
A resolution
submitted on behalf of a large number of indigenous peoples requested that the
year 1992 be declared as the “International
Year of Indigenous
Peoples”.
141. The Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the United Nations Voluntary
Fund for Indigenous
Populationa,
Mr. Augusto
Willamsen Diaz, made a statement
describing
the activities
of the Fond. He noted the important
role which the
Voluntary
Fund plays in providing
financial
assistance
to indigenous
peoples
wanting to attend the Working Group and he stated that the Board of Trustees
had determined
tbat proposals
submitted by indigenous groups and others
concerning
the broadening
of the Fund’s mandate would be seriously
considered.
The Chairman/Rapporteur
expressed her gratitude
to the Voluntary
Fund and its Board of Trustees and to contributors
to the Fund.
In addition,
she acknowledged the significant
role and contribution
of Mr. Willemsen Dias,
then as staff member of the United Nations Secretariat,
to the preparation
of
the report by the Special Rapporteur
of the Sub-Ccsssissioo on the Study of the
Problem of Discrimination
against Indigenous
Populations
and to the
formulation
and early work of the Working Group.
142. One Government observer
stressed the importance of enlarging
the areas of
application
and activity
of the Voluntary
Fund. A non-governmental
observer
stressed the importance of organiming
and financing
training
courses and
seminars for indigenous
peoples, noting that such courses and seminars should
preferably
be held at the regional
level in order to make them more readily
accessible
to indigenous
peoples.
143. An indigenous
representative
expressed concern about proposals
to broaden
the scope of the Voluntary
Fund without first
ensuring an increase in
voluntary
contributions.
He further
referred
to complaints about the
inadequacy of the Fund to assure proper representation
of those groups which
lacked financial
capacity to attend the Working Group, as well as the
financial
strain a two-week progrhad created for others.
Be expressed
the hope that more Governments and organisations
would decide to contribute
to
the Voluntary
Fund. Another indigenous
representative
expressed his
organisation’s
desire to continue to contribute
to the Fund and invited
Governments to join them in such support.
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144. A working paper (E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/6)
and a questionnaire
prepared
by the United Nations Centre on Transnational
Corporations
(DNCTC) dealing
with transnational
investments
and operations
on the lands of indigenous
peoples was introduced
under this agenda item by a representative
of DNCTC.
He stated that a significant
effort
would be made to send a questionnaire
to
every known indigenous
peoples organisation,
but he observed that the success
of the project
depended on the support of these organisations
and their prompt
response to the questionnaire.
He further
noted that the first
report of this
which is scheduled to be available
for discussion
at the
project,
ninth session of the Working Group in 1991, would primarily
be a data summary
and would focus on the nature,
scope and extent of transnational
corporation
projects
on indigenous
peoples’
lands.
145. An indigenous
representative,
addressing
the matter of accessibility,
expressed the hope that the Working Group would not be restricted
to meetings
in Geneva but would choose to hold future meetings in other regions of the
world.
Another indigenous
representative
observed that the Working Group
would benefit
from meeting in regional
centres with significant
concentrations
of indigenous
peoples.
Cm behalf of Asia-Pacific
Indigenous
Peoples’ Forum,
he accordingly
invited
the Working Group to meet in Australia
next year.
146. In the course of the discussion
under this item, a representative
of the
Ainu Associations of Japan expressed his gratitude
to the Chairman/Rapporteu
for her acceptance of their invitation
to visit
Hokkaido.
147. The Working Group welcomed of the announcement made about the
establishment
of the Asia Pacific
Indigenous
Peoples’ Forum and about its
intention
to hold national
and regional
meetings to debate international
issues relating
to indigenous
concerns.
The proposal to convene, prior to the
session of the Working Group , an intersessional
meeting of indigenous
peoples
from that region in order to discuss indigenous
rights and the draft Universal
Declaration
was particularly
encouraged.
148. An indigenous
representative
appealed to the Working’Group
to take
whatever action possible
on behalf of the indigenous
peoples of the Pacific
in
regard to the decision
of a State to dispose of chemical weaponry in his
geographical
area.
Another indigenous
representative
al8o expressed concern
over the proposed destruction
of chemical weapons and declared his
organization’s
support for the hard-line
rtance against this proposed action
taken by South Pacific
Forum.
149. A representative
of a non-governmental
organisation
noted that more
practical
and concrete objectives
, such as the development of technical
assistance
for indigenous
peoples, needed to be formulated.
He further
oboerved that in order to promote the concerns of indigenous
peoples more
effectively
they should not limit themselves to merely attending
the Working
Group but should also attend sessions of the Sub-Cossnisoion,
Cosmnirsion on
Human Rights,
the Economic and Social Council as well as other meetings held
elsewhere in the United Nations system.
150. During the discussion
under this agenda item. an indigenous
representative
stated his concern for securing intellec~twl
property
rights
Accordingly,
he submitted to the Working Group a
for indigenous
peoples.
resolution
addressing
this issue which had been drafted
during the informal
indigenous
peoples preparatory
meetings
Other resolutions
submitted by the
preparatory
meetings were duly noted and addressed by the Group.
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DECISIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
The Working Group requests that its report,
with the first
revised text
of the draft Universal
Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples and
with the reports of three Informal
Drafting
Groups reproduced in separate
annexes, be circulated
for written
comments and suggestions
to Governments,
indigenous
peoples, intergovernmental
organisations
and non-governmental
organizations.
2.
The Working Group recommends that the ChairmanBapporteur.
Ms. Erica-Irene
A. Daes, be entrusted
with the task of preparing
an extensive
analytical
cormnentary on the articles
of the draft Universal
Declaration
based
on her first
revised text, the reports of the Informal
Drafting
Groups, the
debate at the eighth session of the Working Group , the written
observations
international
human
received
in accordance with paragraph 1 above, existing
rights instruments,
and other available
comments. Such an analytical
commentary is of great importance for the debate at the ninth session.
3.
In connection with all the items on its agenda and in particular
the
review of developments,
the Working Group encourages the continuation
and
intensification
of the indigenous
rights dialogue between indigenous peoples,
member8 of the Working Group and Government6 at sessions of the Group and in
interresrional
contacts at local. national
and regional
levels.
The Working
Group expresses its conviction
that such a dialogue conducted in an atmosphere
of good faith and trust
can be very helpful
to on-going United Nations efforts
concerning
all aspects of its human rights work, namely standard-getting.
implementation,
technical
assistance
and information.
4.
The Group expresees its appreciation
to the Informal
Drafting
Groups for
their work and reports,
and decides to authorise
the Chaiman/Bapporteur,
in
consultation
with the members, to consider the possibility
of establishing
one
or more such groups at the ninth session in 1991.
5.
The Working Group expresses its appreciation
to the Special Rapporteur
of
the Sub-Cmission,
Mr. Miguel Alfonso Martines,
for the information
and flow
of ideas which he has provided
concerning
the progress made on his study on
treaties,
agreements and other constructive
airangaments
betwe~en States and
indigenous
peoples.
The Working Group encourages Governments and indigenous
peoples to respond in detail
to the qwotionaaireo
he has prepared for the
purpose of collecting
all the necessary information
and the Group decides to
reproduce his questionnaires
together with an accompanying working paper as an
anna .to this report.
6.
The Working Group empresses its appreciation
to the United Nations Centre
for Tranrnatfonal
Corporations
for the working paper and questionnaire
concerning
transnational
investments
and operations
on the lands of indigenous
peoples. decides to include the questionnaire
as an annex to this report,
encourages all partier
to provide
the Centre for Tramnational
Corporations
with the requested information,
and invites
the Centre for Transnational
Corporations
to report to the ninth eesrion of the Working Group.
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7.
The Working Group expresses its appreciation
to the various
implementation
bodies and advisory
services machinery,
including
the Soman
Rights Cozmeittee and the expert on Guatemala, for their contribution
to the
realisation
of the human rights of indigenous
peoples.
The Working Group recommends that the ninth session
8.
be of a two-weeek duration
and that it benefit
from full
for the whole period of the session.

of the Working Group
language services

The Working Group reiterates
the need to convene sessions of the Group in
9.
countries
where indigenous
peoples live and it has taken note of tentative
invitation8
to this effect
in the strong belief
that such meetings
in the
field would greatly
facilitate
indigenous
participation
and improve Working
Group understanding
of indigenous
circumstances.
10. The Working Group welcomes decision
1990/248. adopted by the Economic and
Social Council on 25 May 1990, by which the Council recommends to the
General Assembly to proclaim an international
year for the world’s
indigenous
peoples in 1993. Furthermore,
the Working Group expresses its appreciation
to
Mr. Asbjorn
Bide and Ms. Christy Hbonu for their excellent
working paper on
possible United Nations activities
undertaken
in connection with such a year,
if it is approved,
and expresses its belief
that their recommendations
form a
good basis for future action.
11. The Working Group calls upon the Special Rapporteuro
on human rights and
the mvironment
and on compensation for human rights violations,
in their
forthcoming
reports
to the Sub-Cosssission.
to address indigenous
concerns.
12. The Working Group recosssends to the Preparatory
Committees of the 1992
United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development,
in light of the
experience
and cormPitment of indigenous
peoples concerning
the issues in
question,
as well as their reliance
on sound environment,
to ensure full
participation
by indigenous
peoples in the Conference proceedings.
13. The Working requests WIPO to submit a report to the ninth session of the
Working Group concerning
its activities
affecting
the interests
of indigenous
peoples, including
the protection
of folklore
and traditional
arts.
14. The Working Group recosmsends that Ms. Erica-Irene
A. Daes be entrusted
with the task of preparing,
prior to its ninth session, a working paper on the
cultural
property
of indigenous
peoples, including
questions relating
to
burial
remains and sacred sites, and requests UNBSCOto provide the author and
the Working Group with information
about its standards and activities
in this
regard.
In this connection,
the Group requests the Secretariat
to provide
the
author with all the necessary asristance,
including
the compilation
of all
available
information.
15. The Wotiking Group requests the Centre for ERights, as soon as
possible,
to convene the two seminars on indigenous
rights which have already
been authorised,
to include indigenous
experts on the lists of inviteas
in
accordance with existing
practice,
and to make the seminar reports available
to the Working Group.
16. The Working Group expressas its gratitude
to Governments, indigenous
peoples and non-governmental
organisations
for contributions
made to the
United Nations Voluntary
Fund for Indigenous
Populations.
In light of
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pressing needs, the Group encourages the continuation
and increase of such
voluntary
contributions.
The Working Group feels, however, that at this point
in time, for reasons related
to lack of funding,
it is not in a position
to
make suggestions
concerning
the proposed expansion of the Fund’s activities.
17. Ihe Working Group expresses its appreciation
to the Centre for Eumau
Rights for the publication
of Fact Sheet No.9 on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples and calls for the widest possible distribution
of the booklet.
18. The Working Group expresses its satisfaction
with all the efforts
made by
indigenous
peoples and States towards the constructive,
equitable
and peaceful
solutions
of conflictual
situations.
The Working Group is of the opinion that
respect for human rights by all parties
is an essential
component of such
efforts.
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FIRST REVISED TEXT OF TRE DRAFT UNIVBRSAL DECLARATION ON TEE
RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES, AS PRESENTED BY TflE CBAIIlMAN/
RAPPORTEUROF TEE WORKING CROUP, ems,. SRICA-IREEg A. DAM
(Document
E/cN.4/Sub.2/1989/36.
Anne% II)

&G&&&I
indigenous
pooples v
in dignity
and rights
in accordance with &wilting
international
standards~~while
recognising
the
right of all individuals
and groups to be different,
to consider themselves
different
and to be regarded assuch,
m
that all
progress of civilisations
humankind,

peoples sod huaan groups have contributed
.to the
and culturaa
which constitute
the comeon heritage

v
the specific
need to promote and protect
those
characteristics
which stem from indigenous
history,
philosophy
traditions,
Q&UB
and Jgggl, social and
structures,
these are tied to the lands which the groups have traditionally
Concatnad that many
assert their inalienable
resulting
in insufficient
in turn may lead &ham to
sudv to binita
WI to
fata,
Convincad that all
superiority
are legally
should

Raaffiwinn
be free

m
societies
own needs
about all
B
indigenous

rights and
of life,
especially
as
occupied,

indigenous
peoples have been unable to enjoy and
human rights and fundamental
freedoms, frequently
land and re8ources.
poverty and deprivation,
which
vog
all forms
doctrines
and practices
of racial,
ethnic or cultural
wrong, morally condemnable and socially
unjust.

that indigenous
peoples in the exercire
from adverse distinction
or discrimination

of their rights
of any kind,

aalle for the consolidation
and strengthening
of indigenous
and their cultures
and traditions
through development based on their
and value systems and comprehensive
participation
in and consultation
other relevant
development
efforts,
the need for
women and children,

special

attention

to the rights

and skills

of

m
that
indigenous
peoples should be free to manage their own
affairs
to the greatest
possible
extent, while enjoying equal right6 with
other citizens
in the political,
economic and social life of States,

u
international

of

on 8tatos to c-ply
with
huan rights instruments

and effectively~implemrit
all
as they apply to indigenous
peoples,
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m

diverse

the

realities

need

for

of indigenous

minimum

standards

peoples

in all

taking

parts

account

of

the

of the world.

v
the following
s
rights of indigenous
peoples and calls upon all States to take prompt and effective
measures to
implement the declaration
in conjunction
with the indigenous
peoples.
PART I
1.
The right to the full and effective
enjoyment of all fundamental
rights
and freedoms, es well as the observance of the corresponding
responsibilities,
which are universally
recognized
in the Charter of the United Nations and in
existing
international
human rights
instruments.
2.
The right to be free
and rights and to be free
kind.

and equal to all the other human beings in dignity
from adverse distinction
or discrimination
of any
PART II

The [collective]
right to exist m
against genocide, as well as the [individual]
integrity,
liberty
and security
of person.
3.

rights

and to be protected
to life,
physical

The [collective]
right to maintain and develop their
ethnic and cultural
cherecteri6tics
and distinct
identity,
including
the right of peoples and
individuals
to call themselves by their proper names.

4.

The individual
This protection
shall
the aim or effect
of
gul.&&
identity,
of
imposition
of foreign
dignity
and diversity.
5.

collective
right to protection
against ethnocide.
include,
in particular.
prevention
of any act which has
depriving
them of their ethnic characteristics
or
any form of forced assimilation
or integration,
of
life-styles
and of any propaganda derogating
their

6.
The right to preserve
their cultural
identity
and traditions
end to
pursue their own cultural
development.
The rights
to the manifestations
of
their cultures,
including
archaeological
sites , ertefacts,
designs. technology
and works of art.
lie with the indigenous
peoples or their members.

The ut
the necessary
development.
7.

to r-m
assistance

for

Staten grant - within the resources available
the maintenance of their identity
and their

-

The right to manifest,
teach, practioe
and observe their own religious
a.
traditions
and ceremonies,
and ,to maintain,
protect end have access to sacred
sites and burial-grounds
for these purposes.

including
in particular
the right of
10. The right to all forms of education,
children
to have access to education
in their own languages,
and to establish,
structure,
conduct Andy control
their own educational
systems and institutions.
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information
and education,
recognising
11. The right to promote intercultural
the dignity
and diversity
of their cultures , and the duty of States to take
the necessary measures, among other sections of the national
community, with
the object of eliminating
prejudices
and of fostering
understanding
and good
relations.
PAST III
12. The right of utive
and in&Qugl
ownership,
possession and use of
the lands or resources which they have traditionally
occupied or wed.
The
lands may only be taken away from them with their free and informed consent as
witnessed by a treaty or agreement.
13. The right to recognition
of their own land-tenure
systems for the
protection
and promotion of the use , enjoyment and occupancy of the land.
14. The right to special measures
surface and substance of resources
traditionally
occupied or otherwise
ice sea.

to ensure their ownership and control
over
pertaining
to the territories
they have
used including
flora and fauna, waters and

15. ~The right to reclaim land and surface resources or where this is not
possible,
to seek just and fair compensation for the same, when the property
has been taken away from them without consent, in particular,
if such deprival
has been based on theories
such as those related
to discovery,
enullius,
waste lands or idle lands.
Compensation,
if the parties
agree, may take the
form of land or resources of quality
and legal status at least equal to that
of the property
previously
owned by them.
of their environment
and in particular
against
16. The right to protection
any action or course of conduct which may result
in the destruction,
deterioration
or pollution
of their traditional
habitat,
land, air, water, see
ice, wildlife
or other resources without free and informed consent of the
indigenous
peoples affected.
The right to just and fair compensation for any
such actim’or
course of conduct.
17.

wtipht

to

re&xf

that

a

and w&h

PART IV
and develop within
their areas of lands or
18. The right to maintain
territories
their traditional
economic structures
and ways of life,
to be
secure in the traditional
economic structures
and ways of life,
to be secure
in the enjoyment of their own traditional
means of subsistence,
and to engage
freely
in their traditional
and other economic activities,
including
hunting,
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fresh- and salt-water
fishing,
herding,
gathering,
lumbering and cultivation,
In no case may an indigenous
people be
without adverse discrimination.
deprived
of its means of subsistence.
The right to just and fair compensation
if they have been so deprived.
19. The right to special State measures for the immediate, effective
continuing
improvement of their social and economic conditions,
with
their own priorities.
consent, that reflect

and
their

plan and implement all health, housing and other
20. The right to determine,
social and economic programmes affecting
them, and as far as possible
to
develop,
plan and implement such programmes through their om institutions.
PART V
21. The right to participate
on w
all the ov
and
in the political,
economic and social life
of the State and to have their specific
character
duly reflected
in the legal
system and in political
and socio-economic
institutions,
including
in
particular
proper regard to and recognition
of indigenous
laws and customs.
22. The right to participate
fully at the State level,
through representatives
chosen by themselves,
in decision-making
about and implementation
of all
national
and international
matters which may affect
their life and destiny.
right to autonomy in matters relating
to their own
23. The [collective]
internal
and local affairs,
including
education,
information,
culture,
religion,
health,
housing, social welfare,
traditional
and other economic
activities,
land and resources administration
and the environment,
as well
internal
taxation
for financing
these autonomous functions.
24. The right to decide
to select the membership
of the indigenous
people

as

upon the structures

of their autonomous institutions,
, and to determine tha membership
these purposes.

of such institutions
concerned

for

of individuals
25. The right to determine the responsibilitieo
cormsunity. consistent
with universally
recognised human rights
freedoms.

to their own
and fundamental

traditional
contacts and co-operation,
26. The right to maintain and &xl&p
including
cultural
and social exchanges and trade, with their own kith and kin
across State boundaries
and the
of tb* tie
to m
facilitata.
27. m
concluded

with

indigenous

States
peoples.

honour

treaties

and other

agreements
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PART VI
28. The individual
mutually acceptable

and collective
right to access to and prompt decision by
and fair procedures for resolving
conflicts
or disputes
c or Q&!&&,
between States and indigenous
peoples, groups or individuals.
These procedures
should include,
as
appropriate,
negotiations,
mediation,
W, ’
national
courts and
international
and regional
hrights review and complainta mechanisms.
PART VII
29. s
well - bw *
30.

for

of the v~eooles

m

of the WprLd .

pin

for e
or to oerform
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REPORT OF INFORMAL DRAFTING GROUP I, CHAIRED BY Mr. MIGUEL ALFONSO MARTINEZ
(Document E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7)
INTRODUCTION
At the first
meeting of its eighth session, on 23 July 1990, the Working
Group on Indigenous
Populations
decided to establish
an informal
drafting
group, under the chairmanship
of Mr. Miguel Alfonso Martinez,
to consider the
provisions
on land and resources contained in the Preamble and Parts III
and IV of the first
revised text of the draft Universal
Declaration
on
Indigenous Rights submitted by the Chairmen/Rapporteur
of the Working Group
(Annex II, E/CN.4/Sub.2/1909/36~.
PARTICIPATION
The informal
drafting
group, under the chairmanship
of
Mr. Alfonso Martinez.
was attended by Mr. Ribot Batano, another member of the
Working Group.
Present also were observers
for a number of governments,
one
United Nations specialized
agency and a considerable
number of
non-governmental
organisations.
METHODOF WORE
The informal
drafting
group held six meetings from the afternoon
of
reading
23 July 1990 to the afternoon
of 27 July 1990. The group held a first
of the text under its mandate, during which a wide-ranging
discussion
lead to
a number of specific
proposals
to revise the text.
On 27 July 1990, the
Chairman offered
a draft text in which he attempted to consolidate
the various
proposals advanced in the light of (a) the general trends which emerged from
the debate, (b) the revised
text
submitted by the ChairmanlRapporteur
and
(c) her analytical
commentary contained
in document E/CR.lr/Sub.2/1990/39.
During the discussion
of the text offered
by the Chairmen, further
proposals were made to improve the text , some of which were incorporated
the final
tent (Annex I).
Annex I to this report contains the text offered
for further
discussion
by the Plenary of the Working
by the Chairmen/Rapporteur.

in

by the drafting
group
Group and consideration

Annex II contains specific
concerns expressed by some participants
text offered
by the drafting
group which they had asked to be reflected
group’s report.

on the
in the

ANNEX I OF DRAFTING GROUP1
FINAL TWT RECOFBlENDEDBY DRAFTING GROUPONE (PREAMBLE AND PARTS III
AND IV OF TRE DRAFT UNIVERSAL DECLARATION ON INDIGENOUS RIGHTS)

!&a&&&g
that
indigenous
peoples
equal to all,other
peoples and individuals
accordance with international
standards,

and individuals
are born free
in dignity
and rights,
in

and are
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m
consider

the right of all indigenous
peoples to be different,
themselves different
and to be respected as such,

to

B
that all peoples have contributed
and will further
contribute
to the progress’, richness and diversity
of civilizations
and cultures
which
constitute
the cbnmon herktage of humankind,
M
the specific
and urgent need to promote and protect those
rights and characteristics
which stem from indigenous
peoples’ histories,
spirituality,
traditions
and cultures,
as well as from their legal,
social,
spiritual
and economic structures
and institutions;
especially
as these are
tied to the land and other territories
and resources traditionally
occupied or
otherwise
used by them,
&p&&.&g
the need for conf~idence-building
measures in indigenous
and other territories,
in order to promote peace, demilitarisation,
understanding
and friendly
relations
among all peoples of the world,

lands

Concctnsd that many indigenous
peoples have been and continue to be
unable to axercise,
enjoy and assert their inalienable
rights and freedoms
including
their basic hrights
and fundamental
freedoms, frequently
resultiag
in insufficient~land
and other territories
and rasources,
poverty,
deprivation
and marginalioation;
which in turn may lead them to voice their
grievances
and to organize themselves in order to bring an end to all forms
discrimination
and oppression
which they face,
m
that all doctrines
religious
or cultural
superiority
morally condemnable and socially
w
and freed&i,

and’practices
are legally
unjust,

of

of racial,
national,
ethnic,
and scientifically
wrong,

that all indigenous
peoples, in the exercise
of their rights
cannot be subjected to any kind of [adverre]
discrimination,

m
calls for the revitalization,
consolidation
and strengthening
of indigenous
societies
and their traditional
institutions,
cultures
and
social structures,
through respect for their inalienable
right to
self-detarminatiua,
which includes their right to development oriented
to the
fulfilment
of their
own rpiritual~and
material
needs,
’
N
that special attention
should be granted
protection
and implementation
of the rights of indigenous
and to the acquisition
and utilisation
of their traditional

to the promotion,
wonen and children
#kills,

Convinccrd that the right of indigenous
peoples to self-determination
includes
their right
freely
to determine their present and future
relationships
with the political,
economic and social life of States and that
the reaffirmation
of said right and of all others enshrined
in this
Declaration
is not to be construed,
at presant,
as in any way limiting
their
enjoyment of equal rights with citieens
of the States in which they currently
reside,
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Bearlnn
that nothing in this Declaration
may be used as a
justification
for denying to any people, which otherwise
satisfies
the
criteria
generally
established
by human rights instruments
and international
law, its right to self-determination,
&s&l&g
the duty of all States to comply with. in good faith,
and
effectively
implement all international
instruments
to which they are parties,
as they apply to indigenous
peoples and their components, in conjunction
with
them,
s
diverse

realities

the need for
of indigenous

international
standards taking account
peoples in all parts of the world.

of the

SOLEMNLY PROCLAIMS the following
DECLARATION ON RIGHTS OF INDIGWOUS
PEOPLES and w
all SW
to take prompt and effective
measures to
implement this Declaration
in conjunction
with indigenous
peoples:
PART III
Parapraoh

11 bb.

See annex II

for

the alternative

texts

proposed

by the

group.
m.
The right to ownership,
[original
title,]
use of the lands and other territories
and re8ources traditionally
otherwise
used by them. Said lands and other territories
and
only be used by other parties
with free and genuine consent of
people concerned,
as expressed through their own institutions,
with their traditions,
and as witnessed by q eaw of a treaty,
other type of mutually-accepted
legally-binding
instrument,

possession and
occupied or
resources may
the indigenous
in accordance
agreement or

m.
The right to demand and obtain from non-indigenous
authorities
full and effective
protection
of indigenous
lands and other
territories
and resources,
particularly
from alienation
to non-indigenous
parties;
as well as the farmers’
effective
recognition
of the need for
indigenous
peoples to secure and maintain an adequate land-resource
base for
the satisfaction
of their spiritual
and material
needs,
m.
protection
for
their traditions

The right to full and effective
recognition
their own land-tenure
systems and institutions,
with respect to land/resources
use, enjoyment

of end
as well as for
and occupancy,

v.
The right
to effective
ownership,
[original
title,]
possession,
use, conservation
and control
of renewable and non-renewable
surface and subsurface
resources pertaining
to the lands and other territories
traditionally
occupied or otherwise
used by them, including
flora and fauna,
fresh and sea water and sea ice,
w.
The right to ownership,
protection
and control
of
their intellectual
property
and their right to we broadcast and all other
forms of telecotmnmication
frequencies,
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[v.
The right to reclaim the land and other territories
and
resources traditionally
occupied or otherwise used by them, irrespective
of
such claim being time-barred
or prescribed.
This includes the right to
effectively
seek and obtain just and fair compensation where repossession
is
not possible,
and when the alienation
of said lands, territories
and resources
has been either based on theories
such as those related
to discovery,
u,
waste lands or idle lands, materialised
by means of coercion,
or was otherwise
obtained without
their free and genuine consent.
Compensation,
if the parties
agree , may take the form of land and other
territoriee
and resources of quality,
quantity
and legal status at least equal
to that of the lands, other territories
and resources traditionally
occupied
or otherwioe
used by them,]
v.
The right to a safe and healthy environment
and the right
to the protection
of the environmental
integrity
of the land and other
territories
and resources traditionally
occupied or otherwise
used by
indigenous
peoples.
Where any destruction,
deterioration
or pollution
occurs,
the right to full and effective
restitution,
including
compensation for
damage‘ of a collective
and/or individual
nature,
v.
The right to requite
that non-indigenous
authorities
and
other parties,
including
transnational
corporations,
request and obtain the
free and genuine consent of the indigenous
people concerned prior to the
cormnencement of any project
directly
related
to indigenous
lands and other
territories
and resources.
Preliminary
studies must be undertaken,
in
collaboration
with the indigenous
peoplea concerned to assess the
environmental,
social,
cultural
and economic impacts of these activities.
The
terms of the economic and other benefits
that are to accrue to indigenous
peoples as a result of said projects
must be established
with their free and
genuine consent, as witnessed by a treaty,
agreement or any other
mutually-agreed
legally-binding
instrument.
It also includes the right to
seek and obtain just and fa&r compensation for damages sustained by indigenous
people‘ after
the initiation
of said mutually-agreed
projects
and caused by
acts or omissions for which non-indigenous
parties are subject to
administrative,
civil
or criminal
responsibility.
PART IV
v.
The right to maintain,
protect and further
develop, within
their traditional
lands and other territories,
their economic structures,
institutions,
and traditions.
Thin right includes the right to be secure in
the enjoyment of their traditional
means of subsistence
and ways of life.
In
no case may an indigenous
people be deprived
of their means of rubaistence.
It also includes
the right to seek and obtain just, fair and mutually-agreed
compensation,
if they are so deprived.
[v.
The right
authorities
the fulfilment
of
the effective
and continuing
of, as well as the quality
of
genuine connent and according

to seek and obtain from non-indigenous
their responsibilities
or obligations
related
to
improvement of the economic and social conditions
life for, indigenous
peoples. with their free,
to their own priorities.1
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m.
The right to humanitarian
assistance
from States and
national
and international
organisations.
The platter shall ensure, in
conjunction
with the peoples concerned,
that their arsistaace
accrues to
indigenous
peoples’ direct and full benefit.
s.
The right to determine,
plan and irPplement, in the context
of their right of self-determination,
all health, housing, end other social,
cultural
and economic measures affecting
them, and execute such measure8
through their own institutions.
m.
The right to their own traditional
medicines end
health practices.
This includes the right to~protection
of vital
medicinal
plants, animals, and minerals.
The above may not be construed as a limitation
to indigenous
poeples’
right of access to services provided by the
non-indigenous
health systems. if they so wish.
m.
The right to prevent the utilisation
of their lands
and other territories
or resources for all military
purposes, and their
utilieation
for the storage or dispoeal of radioactive,
toxic, industrial
or
any other wastes.
This includes
the right to seek and obtain effective,
fair.
just and mutually-agreed
compensation,
and the restoration
of the environment
end the health of the people end individuals
concerned, if said lands,
territories
or resources have been used without their free, genuine consent.
ANNEX II
C-Y

OF DRAFIING GROUPI

ON TRE RKC-RD

TEXT, AWNEX I

PRRAMRLR
PP 1

Recormwnded .

PP 2

Recolpmanded . Two participants
raised their concern that
individual
indigenous
peoples should be able to consider themselves
different,
end were not sure that the prerent text covered this.
One participant
wanted to ensure that asserting
the individual’s
right to be different
caused no embiguity.

PP 3

Recomended . Borne participants
preferred
an explicit
of “tocial
groups ” in addition
to the notion of peoples.

PP 4

Raccersended . Two participants
had some concerns about
including
the words “and other territories
and resources
traditionally
occupied or othewise used by them”.

PP 5

Recmded

PP 6

Recmded.

PP 7

RecoMnded

PP 8

Although the word “adverse”
Receded.
was general concern expressed about qualifying
dhximiaation.

mention

.

.
is in bracketa,
the concept of

there
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PP 9

Recommended. One participant
expressed the necessity
for
indigenous
peoples to be involved
in decision-making
processes on
issues which effect
them, and expressed a preference
for the
formulation
of Preambuler paragraph 7 es contained in document
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/36.

PP 10

Recosusended. Two participants
expressed strong concerns about
the possible negative
effects
of singling
out women and children.

PP 11

Recossnended. Two participants
stated that they would
the words “the right freely
to determine their present and
relationships
with the political,
economic and social life
Steter”
to be construed as implying a right for indigenous
to secede.

not wish
future
of
peoples

PP 12

Recosnnended. One participant
expressed
paragraphs
reference
to self-determination.

the

PP 13

Recmended

PP 14

Recommended.

PP 15

Recormvended .

concern

about

.

PART III
OP 11 big

Due to insufficient
time for consideration,
the group decided
to submit both the text proposed by the Chairman and the alternative
proposal by one participant,
to the Plenary of the working group for
its consideration:
[“m.
The right effectively
to secure full ~respect
from non-indigenous
parties,
in all the letters’
policies
and
for the profound relationship
actions relevant
to indigenous
rights,
of indigenous
people with the lends and other territories
and
resources
traditionally
occupied or otherwise
used by them. This
right includes
the recognition
of the importance attached by
indigenous
peoples to their environmental
integrity.“;]
[I’m.
States have a duty to respect in all relevant
policies
end ectiono the profound relationship
of indigenous
peoples
with their traditional
territories,
lands and resources end to
ensure the recognition
and maintenance of an adequate land and
resource bane for indigeous peoples, in conjunction
with them.“]

OP 12

expressed e preference
for the
Reconrnended . One participant
formulation
in document E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/36,
paragraph 12. Two
participants
expressed concern that the recond sentence of the
article
appears to give indigenous
peoples a right against
expropriation
not shared by other citisens
of the State, and
reserved
their positions.

OP 12 bia Recosrsended.
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OP 13

Recommended.

OP 14
entire
OP

Recosnnended.
paragraph.

Two participants

observed

their

positions

on the

Tvo participants

reserved

their

positions

on the

14 bia Recormnended.

OP 15
entire

Recosusended.
paragraph.

OP 16

Recosmmnded.

OP 17

Recomended.
One participant
reserved its position
because the
provision
appears to give indigenous
peoples veto power over
development
projects.
Another participant
submitted the following
text for addition
to the paragraph:
“Tbe.law shall provide appropriate
sanctions against any
expropriation
of the land of the interested
peoples and the
governments must impose sanctions to avoid such infractions.”
There was no time to consider

this

proposal.

OP 18

Reconrmended .

OP 19

The group decided to put this
the need for further
consideration.

paragraph

in brackets,

OP 19 hi.8 Recc¶rseaded.
OP

20

Baconmended.

OP 20 bia Ret-ded.
OP 20 &K Recaded.

One participant

reserved

his position.

indicating
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REPORT OF INFORMAL DRAFTING GROUP II.
CRAIRIID BY MR. DANILO TDRlf
(Document E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/71Add.1)
INTRODUCTION
In
1.
The Drafting
Group held seven meetings from 23 to 27 July 1990.
accordance with the instructions
given to the Group by the plenary meeting of
the Working Group, it was incumbent to the deliberation
and revision
of Part V
of the draft declaration
and pertinent
preembular paragraphs relating
to
political
rights.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
At its first
meeting,
23 July 1990, the Drafting
2.
Mr. Danilo Turk aa Chairman/Rapporteur.

Group elected

PARTICIPATION
3.
The meetings of the Drafting
Group. which were opened to all members of
the Sub-Colrmisaion.
were attended by the representatives
of States.
non-governmental
organisations,
non-governmental
organizations
of indigenous
peoples as well ar representatives
of their national
organisations
and
individuals.
WCUMENTS
4.

The Drafting

Group had before

it

the following

documents:

-

The draft universal
declaration
on indigenous
peoples presented by the
Cheinean/Rapporteur,
Mrs. Erica-Irene
Daes and contained
in Annex II
of document B/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/36;

-

Analytical
conrnentary to the draft declaration
Mr*. Erica-Irene
Daer, E/CN.4/Sub.2/1990/39.

elaborated

by

ORGANI2ATION OF WORE
At the first
meeting, on 23 July 1990, the Chairman/Rapporteur
made a
5.
brief
introductory
statement referring
to the history of the draft declaration
Be proposed, end the Group agreed, that the
and the work so far accomplished.
draft rubmitted
by the Chairman/Rapporteur,
Mrs. Erica-Irene
Daea, &ould
constitute
the basir and framework for the Group’s own deliberationa.
The
meetings of small informal
working groups were used to facilitate
the drafting
proceos.
6.
Accordingly,
the Group decided to work its way, article
by article,
through the draft submitted by the Chairman/Rapporteur,
modifying
and
replacing
particular
provision8
in the oubmitted tent a8 might be neceroary
It
and to adopt agreed texts of the pertinent
articles
as the work proceeded.
was accepted,that,
when the whole text had been covered in this way, further
consideration
would have to be given to the plac-t
of articlea
considered.
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CONSIDEEATION AND DEAFTING OF PAEAGEAPHS
7.
In the light of these decisions
on its working methods,
and deliberation
Group embarked on its examination , revision
the draft paragraphs
submitted by the Chairman/Eapporteur.

the Drafting
as necessary

of

At its 1st to 7th meetings from 23 to 27 July 1990, the Group considered
a.
and adopted four preambular paragraphs and paragraph 1 and paragraphs 21-27
of the operative
part.
The text of these paragraphs
to the present report.

9.

adopted

by the Group ia eat out in the annex

10. This text was the result of a wide-ranging
discussion
and reflects
a
number of alternative
proposals advanced by the participants.
It represents
a
reflection
of those ideas which attracted
the widest expression
of support,
and in moat if not all casee. no strong expression
of opposition.
The
paragraphs
thus formulated
are transmitted
to the plenary and to the
ChairmanIEapporteur
and are , as such, understood to be subject to further
refinement,
with a view to achieving
consietency.
balance, and clarity
for the
draft declaration
ar a whole.
ANNEX
TEXT OF PAIlAGBAPESPROVISIONALLY ADOPTED BY DEAFTING GROVP II
PMAMBLE
Prearnbular

paragraph

1.

&rui&r&
indigenour
peoplar equal to all other8 in dignity
and rights,
while recognising
the right of all peoples and individuals
to be different,
to
consider themaelvea different,
and to be rerpected
as euch.
Preambular

paragraph

m
justification
for
self-determination.
New preembular

10.

that nothing in thir declaration
denying to any indigenous peoples

paragraphs

adopted

&n&&&g
the treatiee
to be matter@ of international

without

prejudice

may be used as e
their right to
to their

and agreements with indigenous
concern and responsibility.

placement.
peoples

continue

&B&
that the International
Covenants on Economic. Social and Cultural
Rights and Civil
end Political
Bighta affirm
the fundamental
importance of the
right to self-determination,
as well as the right of all human beings to
pursue the material,
cultural,
and spiritual
development in condition*
of
freedom and dignity.
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PART I
Paragraph

1

Indigenous
peoples have the right to self-determination,
by virtue
of
which they may freely
determine
their political
status,
pursue their
own
economic, social,
religious
and cultural
development,
and determine their own
institutionn.
PART V
Paragraph

21

(a) The right to have their distinct
political,
social,
cultural
and
economic characteristics
duly reflected
in the institutions
of the government
under which they live.
(b) The right to full
recognition
and proper regard to indigenous
laws,
customs and practices
in the legal systems and political
institutions
of the
State.
(c)

The right of members of indigenous
peoples to participate
fully and
adverse discrimination
in the political,
economic and social life of
the State.
The exercise of,this
right shall in no way adversely
affect
the
collective
rights of the peoples concerned.

without

Paragraph

22

(a) The right to participate
effectively
at the State and international
levels,
through representatives
freely selected by themselves and by means of
their own choosing,
in policy and decision-making
and in implementation
in all
matters which they consider may affect
their rights,
lives,
and futures.
(b) The right of indigenous
peoples to be involved,
through appropriate
procedures,
determined
in conjunction
with them, in devising
any laws or
administrative
measures that may affect
them directly,
and to obtain their
free and informed consent through implementing
such measures.
States have the
duty to guarantee the full exercise of these rights.
Paragraph

23

(a) The right to determine,
without interference,
on matters pertaining
infer,
control
over lands and resources,
to their own affairs,
including,
social and political
relations,
dispute resolution,
criminal
jurisdiction,
environmental
protection
md managements , economic activities,
education,
culture , traditional
religious
practices,
health,
taxation
and entry by
non+oembers.
(b) The right of indigenous
peoples concerned to determine the nature
and structures
of their institutions
and to select the membership of such
institutions
according
to their own procedures.
The duty of States, where the
peoples concerned so desire,
to recognize such institutions
and their
membership through the legal systems and political
institutions
of the State.
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Paragraph
accept

24

The right to determine
that determination.

Paragraph

their

own membership.

The duty of States

25

The right to determine the responsibilities
of individuals
cosmwnity. consistent
with universally
recognised human rights
freedoms.
Paragraph

to

to their ovn
and fundamental

26

The right of indigenous
peoples divided by international
borders to
maintain and develop relations
and commerce including
unrestricted
travel
for
cultural,
social,
sporting,
religioue
and traditional
economic purposes,
across State borders.
The duty of States to adopt measures, in conjunction
with indigenous
peoples, to facilitate
the exercise of this right.
Paragraph

27

The duty of States to honour and to implement treaties
and other
agreements concluded with indigenouo
people6 according to their original
intent.
pur6u6nt to the principle
of msrmt
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REPORT OF INFORMAL DRAFTING GROUP III,
CHAIRED BY Ms. ERICA-IRENE A. DAES
(Document E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/7/Add.2)
INTRODUCTION
According to a prc--): ,:i a:-~! by the Chairmen/Rapporteur,
during its
dghti
session, th.? Work.&
-z?.,~p on Indigenous
Populations
decided to
<nstitute
three dr:ftin;
sco;:s ‘il the first
week of its meeting with the
basic aim to accelerate
the woz:c m the draft Universal
Declaration
and with
the wish to adc?t :o!se of the principles
of the draft Declaration,
including
the principles
contained
in the F:eamble.
Subsequently
three drafting
groups
were esteblished
on 23 July 1990.
DRAPTING GROUP III
Drafting
Group
contained
in Parts
great number of the
period the Drafting
facilities.

III dealt with the examination
of the principles
I, II, VI and VII of the draft Declarntion
as well as a
provisions
contained in the Preamble.
In the reporting
Group had five meetings , unfortonntely
without
translation

During the first
session the Chairmen introduced
the principles
of the
Declaration
and drew the attention
of the participants
to documents
E/CW.4/Sub.2/1989/36
and E/CN.L/Sub.2/1990/39
which would be the basic
documentation
for the consideration
of the above-mentioned
principles.
She
clarified
to the participants
that everyone was free to submit,
orally
or in
writing,
any emendments which might improve, supplement or correct
the
existing
text of the first
revised text of the draft
Declaration.
She
requested all participants
to attend the meetings most attentively
as to be
able to accomplish as much as possible
the work of Drafting
Group III.
She
also exprersed the view that only those principles
on which full consensus and
agreement would be reached should appear in the present report of the
Drafting
Group.
After an exchange of views with the participants
- both
Government observers
and representatives
of Indigenous
peoples’
organisations
- the consideration
of the above-mentioned
principles
started,
in the form of a constructive
dialogue which took place in an open and
co-operative
atmosphere.
A number of relevant
emendments
as well as by representatives
of the
discussion
have been incorporated
in
new preembular
paragraphs as well as

was submitted by the Government
observers
indigenous
peoples, which after thorough
the relevant
principles,
including
two
one new article.

A total of 12 preambular
principles
by Working Group III which can be found

as well as 15 articles
were adopted
in Annex I to this report.

The report of this Drafting
Group will be presented to the plenary of the
Working Group and will be annexed to the annual report of the Working Group.
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Pirst
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ANNM I OF DRAFTING GROUP III
.
.
of the draft
orincioles
contaed
zn the first

re vised

&xt
m;feih;“dyft

3’he General

Assemtrl. YV

&&&erb
indigenous
Deoples
born free and equal
in dignity
and rights
in accordance
with
international
standards
while
recognising
the right of all
individuals
and groups
to be different,
to consider
themselves
different
and
to be respected
as such,
.
.
Conslderlnn
that all
progress of civilizations
humankind,

peoples
and human groups have contributed
to the
and cultures which constitute
the common heritage

&o~gs&&
the specific
need to promote and protect
those
characteristics
which stem from indigenous
history,
philosophy
traditions,
culture
and laws and political
, social and economic
all of which arise from the lands which the indigenous
peoples
traditionally
occupied,
CDnvinced that all
superiority
are legally
Rcaffirminn
should be free

of

rights and
life,
institutions,
have
of

doctrines
and practices
of racial,
ethnic or cultural
wrong, morally condemnable and socially
unjust,

that indigenous
peoples in the exercise of their
from adverse distinction
or adverse discrimination

rights
of any kind,

w
calls for the consolidation
and strengthening
of indigenous
societies
and their cultures
and traditions
through control over development
affecting
them and their territories
based on their own needs and value
systems and comprehensive
participation
in all other relevant
devalo-t
activities
within and among States,
&&gj&~g
the need for special
indigenous women, youth and children,

attention

to the rights

and skills

of

m
in particular
that
it is in the best interest
of indigenous
children
for the child’s
indigenous
cormsunity to retain,
wherever poaaible,
common responsibility
for the upbringing
and development of the child.
B
that this Declaration
[takes into account] the rights of
individuals
and cormsunities as guaranteed in all other international
hrights instruments,
including
the Universal
Declaration
of ERights, the
International
Covenant on Civil
and Political
Rights. the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights and the International
Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.
WJ&g
international
conjunction
m
realities

on States to comply with and effectively
instruawnts
as they apply to indigenous
with them,

impl-t
peoples

all
and in

the need for minimum standards taking account of the diverse
and aspirations
of indigenous
peoples in all parts of the world,
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w
the following
Declaration
on rights of indigenous
peoples and calls upon all States to take prompt and effective
maasures to
implement the Declaration
in conjunction
with the indigenous peoples.
PART I
The right to the full and effective
enjoyment of all fundamental
rights
1.
and freedoms, as well as the observance of the corresponding
responsibilities,
which are universally
recognised
in the Charter of the United Nations and in
international
human rights
instruments.
2.
1Tbe right to be free and equal to all the other human beings, human
groups and peoples in dignity
and rights and to be free from adverse
distinction
or adverse discrimination
of any kind.
PAST II
3.
The collective
egainst genocide,
mental integrity,

right
as well
liberty

to exist as distinct
peoples and to be protected
as the individual
rights to life,
physical and
and security
of person.

The collective
and individual
right to maintain and develop their ethnic
4.
and cultural
characteristics
and identities,
including
the rights of peoples
and individuals
to respect for their self-identification,
This right includes
also the right of each indigenous
people to pursue its own cultural,
political
and economical development.
The individual
5.
cultural
genocide.
of and appropriate
(a)
integrity

and collective
This protection
redress for:

right to protection
against ethnocide and
shall include,
in particular,
prevention

any act which has the aim or effect
of their distinct
societies;

(b)

any form of forced

(c)

dispossession

(d)

imposition

(e)

any propaganda

or involuntary

of territories,
of alien

cultures

or information

of depriving

them of the

assimilation
lands

or resources;

or ways of life;
directed

or integration;

against

or
them.

The right to preserve
their cultural
identity
and traditions
and to
6.
including
the
right
to
control
and
pursue their own cultural
developemnt,
maintain
the manifestations
of their cultures,
such as archaeological
and
historical
sites and structures,
artefacts,
designs, technology and works of
art and the right to the restoration
of cultural
property
taken without
their
consent.
In addition
the artistic
and technological
creations
of indigenous
individuals
shall be recognised
and respected as cultural
property.
Indigenous
peoples have the right to require
that States grant the
7.
necessary assistance
and States have a duty, within
the resources available,
and resources for the
to make available
to indigenous
peoples , opportunities
full development of their own institutions
and initiatives
for full enjoyment
of the human rights and fundamental
freedoms referred
to in this Declaration.
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8.
The right to manifest,
teach, practise
and observe their own spiritual
to maintain,
protect and have access in
traditions,
&stoms and ceremonies,
privacy
to sacred sites, ceremonial
implements, natural
materials
and burial
grounds for these purposes. and the right to the repatriation
of human remains.
The right to develop.
promote. maintain and transmit
to future
9.
generations
their own languages and written
literacy
and to use them for
administrative,
juridical,
cultural
and other purposes.
Measures shall be
taken to ensure that indigenous
peoples can understand and be understood in
legal and administrative
proceedings
where necessary through the-provision
of
interpretation
or by other effective
means.
including
in particular
the right to
10. The right to all forms of education,
have access to education
in their own languages , and with respect for their
own cultural
traditions
and heritage , and to establish,
structure,
conduct and
control
their own educational
systems and institutions.
Appropriate
resources
shall be provided
for this purpose and minimum standards established
by the
competent authority
in agreement with indigenous
peoples.
information
and education,
11. The right to promote inter-cultural
recognising
the dignity
and diversity
of their cultures,
history
and
aspirations,
in particular
through the mass media. and the duty of States
take the necessary measures among the national
community, with the object
eliminating
prejudices
and of fostering
understanding
and good relations.

to
of

PART VI
and collective
right to access to and prompt decision by
28. The individual
mutually acceptable
and fair procedures for resolving
conflicts
or disputes
between States and indigenous
peoples. groups or individuals
and to an
effective
remedy for any infringement,
public or private.
These procedures
should include,
as appropriate,
negotiations,
mediation,
arbitration,
national
courts and competent international
, regional
and domestic human rights review
and complaints mechanisms.
with the indigenous
peoples concerned,
29. States have a duty, in conjunction
to take prompt and effective
measures to ensure the full enjoyment of the
exercise of the indigenous
rights and other human rights and fundamsntal
freedoms referred
to in this Declaration.
PART VII
30. These rights constitute
well-being
of the indigenous

the q inisuun standards
peoples of the world.

for

the survival

and the

may be interpreted
as implying for any State,
31. Nothing in this Declaration
group or individual
any right to angago in any activity
or to perform any act
aimed at the destruction
of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.
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WORKING PAPER AND QUESTIONNAIRES BY IRE SPECIAL BAPPORTEUR
OF THE SUB-COMMISSION, MR. MIGUEL ALFONSO MARTINEZ.
REFLECTING TRE PROGRESSMADE AND IDRNTIFYING INFORMATION
NEEDED FOR EIS CONTINUING WORKON THE STUDY OF TRSATIES.
AGREEMENTSAND OTHER CONSTRUCTIVE ARltANGRMENTSBETWEEN
STATES AND INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS
1.
Subeequent to both my appointment
as Special Rapporteur by the
Sub-Colpmission and the confirmation
of this appointment by the Comaiawion on
Human Rights and the Economic and Social Council,
I have proceeded with and
made good progress on research of all aspects of the Study assigned to me.
In the course of this research work it har become abundantly
clear, and
increasingly
so, that the scope of the study is particularly
broad.
The
treaties,
agreements and other arrangementa
in question number in the
thousands ; the legal nature and contents of these texts vary significantly;
the use and application
of these texts likewise vary within and between
States; and the national
and international
legal issues concerning
treaties,
agreements and other constructive
arrangements
raise questions of great
complexity
on several acores. including
conclusion,
interpretation,
application
and possible
termination
of such inrtruments.
2.

3.
I am grateful
to Governments,
indigenous
peoples and their organizations.
academic institutions
and individual
scholars who have comet forward and
provided me with what is already a valuable
source of materiala
concerning
the
topics brought
up by the Study.
Neverthelera,
in order to obtain full
information
about all the various
aspects , additional
rerearch and collection
of texts and other reports and materials
are eseential.

4.
For there reawms. I am enclosing with this brief Working Paper two
queetionnaires
addressed respectively
to Governments and indigenous
peoples.
It ia my request that the Working Group annex them to its report and that the
Secretariat
distribute
them as soon aa porsible
by means of notes verbale
and
letters.
The queationnairer
reflect
closely the issuer and questions which
have come up in my research so far and it is my sincere hope and expectation
that
all the parties
concerned will provide me with their rwpowes
and points
of viev a8 soon aa poraible,
preferably
by the end of April 1991, ao aa to
take
into account their views in my preliminary
report.
QUESTIONNAIRES PREPAREDBY THE SPECIAL BAPPORTEURFOR TRE STUDY
OF TREATIES, AGRRRMRNTSAND OTHER CONSTRUCTIVE ARRANGmRWTS
BETWEENSTATES AND INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS
A.

GOVERNMENTVERSION
PART I

Haa your country,
or a former colonial
power with previous authority
upon
your country’s
present territory
(if this was the situation),
entered into any
treaties,
agreements or other types of formal or informal
mutually agreed upon
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inrtruments
currently
treaties.

with
indigenous
peoples?
Likewise,
live
in the prcrent
territory
of your
agreements or other
typee
of informal

(al
(b)
relevant

Parts

II

If

your

amwet

If your
materials
and III.

is

uo,

plea68

answer
ir yea,
and infomation

go to

have indigenous
country
entered
instrument6
with

Part

peoples
who
into
any
other
States?

III.

the Special
Rapporteur
with
respect
to the

would
request
all
questions
under

PART II
1.
Copie6
of
mutually
agreed

treaties,
upon in6t

or other

agre-ts
runenta

types
indigenous

between

of formal or
people6
and

informal
States.

Other
constructive
arrangements
constituting
elupents
governing
2.
between
indiganoua
peoples and States, in particular
those
consisting
mutual
obligationa
or containing
guarantee6
relating
to indigenous
(i.e.
land,
resources,
traditional
practice8
and belfefo,
etc.).
3.
Partier
to the
including
statistical
4.
Iiistorical
application,
agreement6
(Pleue

or

treaties,
data

agreements
or
on the rs6pective

circumstance6
of
aeendment,
modification
other
constructive
specify

the

nature

other
constructive
indigenous
peoples.

the

negotiation
, conclusion,
sad/or
termination
of
arrangements.
of

the

inotrument.

the

explaining

relations
of
rights

arrangements,

celebration,
treaties,

the

circmaotances
leading
to negotiation6
and the signing
of the
powor and rpecific
inotruction6
to the negotiator
reprerenting

treaty;
the

the
State

concerning
the conduct
of the treaty
nsgotiation
and celebration;
the
mi6t6ncs
of an internal
law (of the State)
regarding
the format
of
treaty
negotiatiom;
the existence
of national
law6 requiring
the consent
of the indigenOu6
poople6
for
th6 validity
of the raid instrument;
etc.)
5.
The purpose
arrang-ts
(i.e.
trade,
etc.);

of the
peace,

treatier,
boundary

agreement6
delimitation,

or

other
cou6tructive
friendEhip,
co-operation,

(The cause
and object
of the in6trumnt;
the po6ition
matter6
of land and re6ource6
within
the treaty
area;
language
in the in6tr-t
implying
the relinquishing
right6
to landa
and resources.)
6.
Tha
constructive

EubEtantive
arrang-tr.

7.
The
constructive

authoritative
arrangement6

(The
indigCnOU6

existence
languages;

content6

of

of the

treati86,

language(r)
in which
were
concluded.
different
up-dating,

language
in terms

agreements

the

or

treaties,

ver6ions
of
of language,

of the State
in
expre66
or tacit
of indigenous

other

agreement6

the
of

or

treaty,
including
the treaty.)

other
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a.

Applicable
rules of interpretation
of the treaties,
agreements
constructive
arrangements
(of both their texts and connected legal
instruments).

or other

(In the case of reinterpretation:
the possibility
to hold the Gove rnment to the original
provisions

for indigenous
peoples
of the treaty;
the
existence
of legal means for indigenous
peoples to reject
formally
reinterpretation
they disagree with; cnnsultatinn
with treaty peoples
regarding
changes proposed by the Stat?; the existence,
within present
implementation
machinery,
of the requirement
to consult with the
indigenous
party.)
9.
Conflict
constructive

resolution
provisions
arrangements.

of the treatie$B,

agreements

or other

(Settling
of disputes in relation
to treaty interpretation;
the existence
of mechanisms within
the treaty provisions
to resolve outstanding
disputes.)
10. Hethods of registration
and publication
other constructive
arrangements.

of the treaties,

agreements

or

11. Constitutional
and legislative
provisions
on the conclusion
of the
treaties,
agreements or other constructive
art-ta,
aa:uell
am the
constitutional
and legislative
provisions
on the application
and termination
of such instruments.
(The decision-making
authority
with regard to the implementation
of the
~treaty provisions;
the emistence of a specific
Government branch to deal
exclusively
with the treaties ; right of veto for ~&adfgenow peoples oq
issues directly
related
to the treaty.)
12. The juridical
status and official
recognition
by Btates and indigenous
peoples of the treaties,
yre-ts
or other constructive
arrangements.
13. Constitutional
and other guarantees and legislative
regulations
based on the treaties , agreements or other
arrangements,
or derived
from the same.

and administrative
constructive

14. Judicial
or other types of decisions by bighar and lower courts, or other
organs with comparative
authority,
at the local, provincial/state
and national
levels,
involving
treaties.
agreements or other constructive
arrangements.
15. Practical
consequences for all parties resulting
or lack thereof,
of the trutiea,
agreements or other
arrangementr .

from the implementation,
conrtructive

(Recognition,
through provisions
of the instruments
practice,
of indigenous
legal systems)

and consequent

16. On-going or planned negotiations
for the conclusion
of new treaties,
agreementa or other constructive
arrangements , a# well as for the amendment or
modification
of existing
ones.
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17. Treaties,
agreement6 or other constructive
arrangements which have been
terminated,
abandoned or rendered ObEOlete by indigenous
people6 or Statea.
either unilaterally
or bilaterally.
(The’existence
of administrative
nature
of the treaty relationship,
terminate
the treaty.)

or legislative
measure6 altering
the
steps or measure6 taken to actually

18. Bilateral
or multilateral
treaties
between
and/or obligations
of indigenour
peoples.

State6

eatablirhing

right6

for

PART III
19. What is your Gove rnment’s position
with respect to the principle6
and
of treaties
and other iastrmnmts?
norm6 that govern the interpretation
20. Does your Governmen t currently
have authority
indigenous
peoples?
Sow would it be exercised?
21. Does your Government
agreements with indigenous

currently
peoples?

with

have authority
to make other kinds of
With what objects,
and by what procedure?

22. What measures has your Government undertaken.
reeolve situations
of conflict
arising
from treaty,
between your State and indigenow
peoples?
23. 16 there any proceso
nettled by an independent

to make treaties

or intends to undertake,
or non-treaty
relations,

to

by which dispute6 regarding
treaties
could be
body either within or outside the State.?

24. What racmdation
do you have for the Special
the choice of existing
or new international
fora for
or non-treaty
i66ues between the State and indigenous

Rapporteur with regard to
the resolution
of treaty
people63

(For in6tance:
the use of a mutually agreed upon, impartinl
third party,
such as the International
Court of Justice,
to provide the necmrary
assistance
to mediate or resolve
important
treaties
and other instruments
in qW6tiOll.)
25. Would you ret osrsend that, in the procers of treating
making
and treaty
application,
States and indigenous
peoples establish
relation6
in political,
cultural
and economic sphere6 of interaction?
26. Does your Government have any suggestions
would help define the future role of indigenous

to the Special Rapportcur which
treaties
and other instruments?

27.

you COnEider relevant.

Please provide

any additional

information
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B.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES/ORGANIZATIONS VERSIGN
PART I

Do you feel bound to honour any treaty , agreement or other conrtructive
arrangements with the Government of the country in which you live,
or with
colonial
Gove rnment, or with any other European countried
~(a)

If

your answer

is no. please

go to Part

a

III.

(b) If your answer is yes, the Special Rapporteur would request all
relevant
materials
and information
with respect to the queetiona under
Parte II and III.
PART II
1. Copies of treatiee,
agreements or other types of formal
mutually agreed upon instruments
between indigenous
peoples

or informal
and States.

2. Other constructive
arrangements
conetituting
el-te
governing
relations
between indigenpeoples and Stater,
in particular
those conlisting
of mutal
Obligation6
or Cwtahing
guarantees relating
to indigenoue
righta
(i.e.
land/or recrourcer,
traditional
practicer
and beliefs,
etc.).
3. Parties to the treatier,
including
statietical
&ta

agreementr or other conatruotive
urengement6,
on the rerpcctive
indigenous
peoples.

4. Kistorical
circomatancee
of the negotiation,
conclueion,
celebration,
application,
amendment, modification
and/or termination of the treatier,
agreement6 or other constructive
arrangements.
(Please #pacify
the nature of the iwtrwent,
explaining
the
circwetancer
leading to negotiations
and the signing of the treaty;
indigenour
law regarding
the format of the treaty negotiationa;
legal
ayatem cued and the authority
exercised by the indigSnOUr peoplea at the
time of enterbig into the treaty (rovereignty
and indigonow govennnent);
authority
and legitimacy
of there who signed the truty
011 behalf of
indigenow~peopler;
procerr
of ratification
practired
by the indigenow
peoplee within or outaide the indigenous
legal l yatem.)
5.
The purpose of the treaties.
agreements or other constructive
arrangementa
(i.e. peace, boundary delimitation,
friendahfp,
co-operation,
trade, etc.11
(The caune and object of the instrument;
use of treaties
as a pretext
for
legitimising
settlement,
without any intention
on the put of the State
to observe the indigenour
peoples’
treaty righta;
the expnar
or tacit
language in the inrtrwent
implying the relinquishing
of indigenour
righta
to lands and resources ; the rpecific
requests made to indigenour
people* prior to entering
into the treaty:
peace. friendship,
land
cersion or cesrian of indigenous governments~ the exact nature of treaty
agreement).
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6.
The substantive
constructive
arrang-ts.

contents

7.
The authoritative
constructive
arrangements

of

the

treaties,

language(s)
in which
ware concluded.

(The existence
of different
language
indigenous
languages;
up-dating,
in
8.
Applicable
constructive
inatrlments).

rules
of
arrangements

interpretation
(of both

or other

treaties,

agreements

the

versions
terms of
of the
texts

their

agreements

of the
language,

treaty,

of the

or other

including
treaty.)

treaties,
agre-ts
and connected
legal

or other

(In the case of reinterpretation:
the possibility
for indigenous
peoples
to hold
the Government
to the original
provisions
of the treaty;
the
existence
of legal
means for indigenous
peoples
to reject
formally
reinterpretation
they disagree
with;
consultation
with
treaty
peoples
regarding.changee
proposed
by. the State;
the existence.
within
present
impl-tation
machinery,
of the requirement
to consult
with the
indigenous
patty.)
9.
Conflict
constructive

resolution
arrangements.

(Settling
of
of mechanisms
disputes.)
10.
Methoda
of
other
constructive

disputes
within

provisions

in
the

of

relation
treaty

the

treaties,

to treaty
provisions

tegiatration
and publication
arrangements.
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agre-ts

or other

interpretation;
the
to resolve
outstanding
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treaties,

existence

agre-ts
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(Transmission
of knowledge
contained
in the treaty
from generation
to
generation;
written
or oral
transmission;
the during
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knowledge
by all,
or the exirtence
of a specific
group of individuals
having
exclusive
knowledge.)
11.
Constitutional
treaties,
agreements
constitutional
and
of such instr-te.

and legislative
provisions
on the conclusion
of the
or other
constructive
arrangements,
as well as the
legislative
provisions
on the application
and termination

(The decisiorwmking
authority
with regard
to the implementation
of
treaty
provisions;
the position
of indigenous
peoples
on the treaty
mechanism;
right
of veto for indigenous
peoples
on issues
directly
related
to the treaty.)
12.
The juridical
status
peoples
of the treaties,
Practical
13.
or lack thereof,
arrangements.
(Recognition.
practice,

and official
agre-ts
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for
of the treaties,
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through
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14.
On-going or planned negotiationa
for the conclruion
of new treaties.
agreements or other constructive
arrangements,
ar well aa for the amendment or
modification
of existing
ones.

Treaties.
agreements or other conrtructive
arrangements which have been
terminated,
abandoned or rendered obsolete by indigenous
peoples or States.
either unilaterally
or bilaterally.
15.

(The exirtence
of administrative
nature of the treaty relationship;
terminate
the treaty. 1

or legirlative
measurea altering
the
steps or measurea taken to actually
PART III

16. What is the position
principles
and norms that
incltruments?

of your people/organieation
govern the interpretation

with respect to the
of treaties
and other

17. Would you be willing
to make a new treaty today with
Government? If your nnswer
is no, please explain why. If
pleese indicate
what you want to include in a new treaty.

the national
your answer is yes.

18. What do you think would be the best way to see that
indigenous
peopler are enforced and reclpectedf

treaties

19. What meaaure# have indigenoru
peoplee/urganisationr
rituationo
of conflict
atiring
from treaty,
or non-treaty.
Stnter and indigenour
peopleef

undertaken
relations

20.
Doe* your Government currently
have authority
indigenpeopleof
Bow would it be exercised?

21. Ihiee your Government
agreementa with indigen-

currently
peoplerf

with

to make treaties

to resolve
between
with

have authority
to mnke other kinda of
With what objectr,
and by what procedure?

22.
Would you~recomend
that, in the procesr of treaty making and treaty
application,
indigennow peopler and Statea eetablicrh relation6
in political,
cultural
and economic epherem of interaction9
23.
Does your people/organication
gapporteur
which would help define
other instruments?
24.

Plea88 provide

any additional

have any suggestions
to the Special
the future role of indigenow
treaties
information

you consider

relevant.

and

